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Tonight and Saturday
Generally Fair
and Warmer.

NO.

VOL. XXXIII.
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LAS VEGA8 DAILY OPTIC,

123.

SENATE

TABLE

FIGHT LEGISAS NO
LATION HAS BEEN PROPOSED
NOTHING IS DONE
ANTI-PRIZ-

LAWYERS HAVEJLIVELY
COLONEL

PRICHARD

TODAY IN CONGRESS.

TILT

AND JUDGE

WRIGHT EXCHANGE
PLIMENTS

COM-

Santa Fe, N. M.. March 29. The
house, contrary to expectations, adjourned to Thursday of next week
without waiting for a report of the
bribery investigation committee or
taking up ithe pending election contests. It passed a senate resolution
for the appointment of a commission
of five to select a site for a New
Mexico building at the San Diego ex- position. Among the bills introduced
were the official bill prescribing rules
for the corporation commission and
the appointment of its employes and
a bill providing for a board of medical examiners to regulate tihe practice
of medicine and osteopathy.
A tilt between Colonel Prlehard and
Judge Wright enlivened the proceedings yesterday afternoon of the committee of 15 which is investigating
the change of bribery against four
members of the house of representa
--

tles.
in the course of nis argument Colonel Prichard stated that it not only
was the charge a plot ito ruin and
disgrace the tour house members and
their families but he would prove it.
Ho had a clash with Judge Wright
when he charged that the republican
executive committee even went so far
:;s to select counsel for the accused
men after they had been taken to
jail in order to persuade them to re
sign and go home.
Judge Wright challenged the statement. He said nothing in the record
showed that to be a fact. After some
bitter remarks Colonel Prlehard
Wright to sit down. Wright refused and took an appeal to the committee. After some more cutting remarks the committee ruled in favor of
Judge Wright and Colonel Prichard
withdrew the statement in so far as
saying that an attorney had been sent
or taken to the jail.
This afternoon Attorney Head continued the defense after which Judge
Wright opened argument for the prosecution, which was very lengthy. A
bitter fight will come come up over
the seating in the house of the acs
cused members. It requires a
vote to unseat them.
There was a lively fracas in the
house this morning when Blanchard
'
introduced a resolution providing for
the printing in Spanish, and English
of the bribery hearings. An acrimonious scene followed when it was found
that the printing would cost $600.
The resolution finally was referred to
the committee on printing after an
effort to force it through at once. The
senate today received a numlber of
petitions from school and church
members protesting against prize
fighting. A petition was presented by
Barth from a citizens' mass meeting
of the Methodist Episcopal church of
Albuquerque against the proposed
fight at Las Vegas on
fourth.
There
has not been an
July
anti-priz- e
fight bill introduced as yet
and the petition was tabled pending
the introduction of legislation. The
only bill of muoh interest introduced
today was Senate Bill No. 43 by
Laugh ren, providing employes for the
corporation commission. It was referred to the senate committee on finances. The bill is merely a tentative draflt.
The senate last night passed the
bill by Ilfeld providing for the exe
cution of persons sentenced to death
in the state penitentiary at Santa Fe
and not in the various counties. Death
is to be inflicted by hanging, the sug
gestion that electrocution be substi- d

two-third-

Elynn-Johnso-

n

Washington, March 29. Senate: In
session 1:45 p. m.
Resumed debate on service pension
legislation which will be voted on be
fore adjournment.
Grand Army veterans urged before
public buildings committee passage
of Sutherland bill for memorial amphitheater at Arlington national cemetery.
canal co a nut tee distoils.
canal
Panama
cussed
Isthmian Canal Commission Chairman Goethals told
canal
committee first ship would go through
Panama canal In August or September, 1913.
Housee: Met at noon.
Began debate on wool tariff reviInter-Oceani- c

j

inter-oceani- c

sion bill.

Leader Underwood announced cotton tariff revision would be taken up
If senate acted on tariff measures already passed by house and the wool
bill after it passes.
Frank A. Munsey told steel trust
investigating committee he obtained
estimates of $782,000,000 valuation of
steel corporation's property from its
books and from talks with steel men.
Interstate commerce committee
unanimously voted to report favorably a bill providing for physical valuation of all railroads of the United
States.
Bill to abolish commerce court favorably reported by majority commerce
committee.
Elections committee voted to recommend unseating of Representative
C. C. Bowman, Eleventh Pennsylvania district, on charges of election
frauds.
Democratic Leader Underwood severely arraigned tariff board in opening wool bill debate.
Wickersham
Alaskan
Delegate
charged Governor Clark with "deliberately misstating facts about Alaskan conditions."

ARMS

ASSENT

TO THE WAGE BILL
BALLOTING
BEGINS IN UNITED
IF
KINGDOM TO DETERMINE
STRIKE IS TO END
London, March 29. The royal assent to the minimum wage bill was
given at noon today. Balloting began
today in all tihe districts of the ''nitetl
Kingdom on the question whether the
million miners now on strike should
return to work pending the decision
of the district boards, to be appointed
under the government's minimum
wage act, on the rates of wn.ses in
the Arious centers.
The full returns of the baik nm jrill
not be officially announced until April
Easter
i, and it pccbably will
before the miners return to work.
Prom now on, however, it is expeoted
that greater numbers will resume each
day.
The total cost of the strike to the

miners' unions to date has been
and the balance left in the
union treasuries now amounts to only
$4,750,000, most of which is invested
insecurities which will not bring in
their full value under forced sale.
The admiralty has learned a lesson
from the Strike and has begun working out plans for Immense oil and
coal storage locks at the new naval
base at Rosyth, in Scotland.
A considerable number of miners
went Into the pits, in various districts
today. Some 2,000 men resmued
work In the collieries of Warwickshire and the miners of Lanarkshire
are returning in increasing number,
making a stipulation that their wages
shall be paid tomorrow, as they1 and
their families are starving.

t

Any-thi- ng

Good

troops, provisions and war supplies
to be sent to Texas and Mexican bor
dera at a moment's notice.
This rumor became current prior to
a dispatch from Washington announcing that the state department had or
dered arms and ammunition sent In
the care of Ambasador Wilson In
to reMexico City for distribution
Officials
Amerieians.
of the
sponsible
Morgan line say they have received

M

no official

COLONEL

request

SQUARE

DEMANDED DY
TEDDY
ROOSEVELT

ADDRESS
Rebe'.
Creel Not
New York, March 29. A long

state

DEAL"

MAKES AN

UPON THE TARIFF
QUESTION

ment from Enrique C- - Creel, secre
METHODS
CHANGED
tary of foreign affairs ir the last Diaz WANTS
cabinet and former Mexican ambas
sador to the United States, was pub- DECLARES
HIS BELIEF IN PROlished here today, denying the re
BUT
NOT THE PRESTECTION
REALIZES DANGER TO
OR ACCEPT IT BEFORE
port that either 'he or General Luis
new
VARIETY
ENT
in
are
the
Terrazas
FOREIGNERS.
taking part
TONIGHT
revolutionary movement or giving it
support in any way.
A
SUGGESTS
COMMISSION
A BABMAN CANNOT PROTECT THEM WELL
THE ANTHRACITE
SITUATION THE SLAYEMS
Sonora la Quiet.
i
March 29. Heavy ASSERTS SUCH BODY ONLY CAN
Ariz.,
Nogales,
TROUBLE
FEARS
IN
CITY
OF
OWNER8 SAY THEY WILL GRANT FREQUENTLY HE HAD SECRETED
losses were sustained by both sides
80LVE THE PROBLEMS
MEXICO IF TROOPS ARE DES
KNIFE IN ORDER TO ATTACK
A SMALL INCREASE IN WAGES
and each claimed a victory in the batINVOLVED
'
PATCHED TO FRONT.
HIS MATES
TO AVOID STRIKE
tle between Mexican federals and rebels at Mazatlan, March 26, according
Albert Lea, Minn., March 29. Theo
March
29. Acting to a letter received here today from
Lincoln, Neb., March 29. Convict
Washington,
Cleveland, Ohio, March 29. As a
Roosevelt delivered an address
dore
The
Bias.
San
man
conat
of
Wilson
a
State
railroad
Charles
a
half
breed Indian, Secretary
means of preventing a strike in the
Davis,
today
on the tariff. His
bituminous coal fields the miners pro- stabbed and almost instantly killed firmed a report from Mexico City that state of Sonora generally is quiet now here this afternoon
Albert
Lea for a
at
train
shopped
of
bands
few
a
all
wandering
dependable Americans were to be except for
posed to the operators today to aban- Convict John Strong, a negro, at tie
on its way from Cedar
don all original union demands and state penitentiary this morning while armed for their own defense and oth outlaws. All able bodied males m brief period
to St. Paul. Colonel Rooseto ask only for an increase of five the inmates of the prison were leav- er foreign governments were to take that state over 17 years old are' liable Rapids
velt
from his address at Sioux
quoted
is
the
it
at
breakfast
table.
like
When
the
time,
a
ton over the present scale ing
cents
any
safeguards. It was announced to conscription
Falls, September 3, 1910, in which he
and for five hours on Saturdays in- gong sounded to clear the convicts that Ambassador Wilson would distri- said.
advocated a tariff commission of exstead of eight. The operators will ar- from the table, the prisoners arose in bute to the Americans the 1,000 army
perts to collect authentic data on
Four).
gue on the proposition with a pros- their seats. Strong suddenly leaped rifles and revolvers now en route.
(Continued in Page
which
congress might base future tarpect that an acceptance or rejection fioin his place onto the table in front The Mexican government countenrevisions.
iff
By this meaas he deran
of
down
SCARE
the
aisle
CAUSE8
out
of
him,
FIRE
and
be
will
reached before night. The
ances the arming of foreigners.
clared
methods" used in
ocrolling
"log
miners' proposal was made at a con- the door into the cell house, his blood
Chicago, March 29. Scores of
President Taft waived the recent
tariff measures
framing
were
previous
in
hotel
a
side
from
the
thoat.
North
ference today in a final effort to fix streaming
gash
neuutrality proclamation in the case cupants of a
would be avoided.
r
a new
wage scale to take Guard Charles Berry jumped to the of a shipment of arms which ert New driven from their rooms today by a
Quoting from his Sioux Falls speech
efftx-- t April
and thus prevent sus- side of Davis, who was holding a York yesterday. It fs understood the fire which caused a loss of $25,000.
Mr. Roosevelt concluded:
as
narrow
in
knife
his
and
were
escapes
or
a
strike.
There
hand,
many
pension
possibly
Mexican government would not assess
arested him. The rest of the men fil- duties
the smoke-fille"Very little improvement, inddeed,
against these arms or against the guests hurried through
women will follow attempt to revise the tared out of the dining room in orderly those
several
and
corridors
from
Anthracite Situation Better
being shipped
European
fashion.
were assisted down fire escape. No iff by methods hitherto used. The
New York, March 29. The anthranations for the use of tneir subjects.
thing to do is to change the methods.
Davis is said to have been frequentSome of the details of a recent one was injured.
cite coal operators are not niclined to
MEETING
I believe that this country
is fully
TEACHERS'
NEBRASKA
threatened
by Strong and claims meeting of Americans In Mexico City
reject absolutely a demand for a small ly
29. The East committed to the principle of proMarch
Neb.,
killed
he
to
Fremont,
save
the
exnegro
hismelf,.
in
in
Increase
the opinion
to formulate plans for self protection
wages
Nebraska Thern' association tection; but. it. JL.tp.. isojtectifta A&J: .
pressed today Ivy a person authorized Strong, i;iu WiSt tt krotiier wau sent were given out today. It was pro- Ccntial
to speak for one of the leading coal to the prison for second degree mur- posed that all Americans should be is holding Its annual meeting in this principle; to protection primarily in
operators. He also said the operators der, was serving a life sentence. He armed. The proposition was submit- city, with a large and representative the interest of the standard of living
are ready to meet the miners and re has a bad record, having frequently ted to President Madero and he ac- attendanse of teachers from each of of the American working man. I besume negotiations and would wel- secreted a knife and used it on fellow quiesced and admitted it to he a nec- the counties embraced in the associa- lieve that when protection becomes
tion. The program extends over two not a principle but a privilege and a
come any efforts looking towards the convicts with whom the had a
a rough eleessary
of
and provides for .addresses hy preference or rather a jumble
The half bred was seated di- ment precaution against
Hvoidance of a strike.
in Mexico City which would not days
several educaors of wide prominence. privileges and preferences then the
The demand for a 20 per cent in rectly behind the man he killed. hesitate to take advantage of the disAmerican people disapprove of it. Now
over the interposing table, he
crease, however, never will be grant, Leaning
patch of government troops from the
to correot the trouble it is necessary
seized
the
throat
and
by
Strong
plunged, he said and as the miners declincapital.
in the first place to get in mind cleared
the
knife
into
the
blade
it,
'hawing
ed to submit a enminromise nronosi
According to reports to the state
to
backwards
ly what we want What we want is
bright
tion. the consideration of a smaller
department, unorganized roober gangs
what I have already said a square
nS !arge arterle8 wer"
the
had not rme before
in Durango have taken encourage
deal in the tariff as in everything
HARMONY
15 min,Ut8'
PARTY
abo,,t
li,ed
Strong
He added that the miners
ment from the suv cesses pf Orozco
else; a square deal for the wage
shown unwillingness to compro- - lng thro,,,'b the c,,t in
in Chihuahua and it is feared they
a square deal for the employwas uni,lle t0 speak-oearner;
He
raise on a small increase and in view
will become unmanageable should the
A er, and a square deal for the general
INTO
GET
DEMOCRATS
IF
SAYS
this any further overtures should
federals in that state be withdrawn
To obtain it, we must have
public.
ROW TAFT SURE WILL
come from the miners.
for duty in other sections.
PROFESSIONAL
RUNNERS
a thoroughly efficient and
'EM.
BEAT
"If the miners should ask for a
New York, March 28. The indoor
tariff commission.
The rifles shipped from New York
mall increase, would they get it?" he athletic meet in the Twelfth Regi- - are
"The
tariff ought to be a material
the 30 caliber
et
New York, March
togethwas asked.
ment armory tomorrow night, in which bagazlne guns which are no
longer er," is Richard Croker's advice to na- issue and not a moral issue; but if.
"In my opinion they would."
the foremost professional runners, used by the army. One million rounds
instead of a square deal, we get a
tional democratic leaders, in a stateThe statement reiterated
by the walkers, oiler skates and cyclists of ammunition accompanied the
ship ment on tb,e political situation given trooked deal, then it becomes very
a moral issue. What
operators in the anthracite region that will take part, is looked forward' to ment While the guns are the prop out
here following his arrival from oinphatically
we desire in a tariff is such a measure
they are ready and willing to grant with keen anticipation by the follow- erty of the army ordnance department Palm
winBeach, where he spent the
an immediate hearing when the mine ers of athletic sports. The event in and loaned to the state
of protection as will equalize the cost
department ter. He will sail for Europe next
workers should desire to communicate which most interest is manifested is for use In the Mexican
of
production here and abroad."
capital, any week. His statement says in part:
r
with them, may result in another con- the
race for the world's one
"The prime need in any future rea rifle there may purreceiving
"The democratic outlook depends vision of tihe schedules is to
ference looking to a settlement of the championship. Among the famous pro- chase
protect
it for $6.
very much on whether the leaders the interest of the farmer and the
wage scale and other questions. A fessional distance runners who are
fuadopt a harmonious policy. The
uh pension of work, however, on April expected to toe the mark in
this
wage worker. There must be no alture is full of uncertainty when you teration of the tariff which compe1
A Fleet Is Prepared
1 will
be regarded today by operators event are Tom Longboat, the Indian
aro
as practically certain. President Taft runner; Billy Queal, champion distance
New York, March 29. Reports were consider the various factions that
the farmer to bear the whole burden
to
the
one
another,
against
13 said to be
working
runner
in
close
touch
of
of America; Abbie Woods
rife here today that the federal govThe welfare of the man who lives bv
keeping
wtih the situation in both the hard Canada, who claims the championship ernment had requested the Morgan harm of the party. We never can tell tilllng the soil is vital to the welfare
and soft coal districts through Com- of England; Henri St Yves of France, line of steamships plying between what these factions may do, no mat of the nation and everything that can
missioner of Labor Charles P. Neill, John'Svanberg of Sweden, Ted Crooks New York, Galveston, New Orleans ter how fair prospects may seem for strengthen him in hla social and inwho is conferring with the operators of Fall River and Al Raines of
and Havana to hold its entire fleet in success. Something may happen in dustrial life should be done. In any
end miners at Cleveland.
readiness for the transportation
of a day that will ruin all.
manufacturing or mining or aim'
"I can say one thing, that unless interest the welfare of the wage workthe democrats change their present er should be the prime test of the
methods and all work together, Presi- working of the tariff.
dent Taft will defeat them. This is
"While the wage worker is gjad
no time for disagreement and divi- have the employer get his full share
sions."
of the prosperity, yet in return the
wage worker has the right to insist,
CARPET8 GOING UP.
and we insist for him, tthati a fair
TUB DIRECT CHARGE IS BEING MADE BY THE SUPPORTERS OF THE PEOPLE'S PROGRESSIVE
New York, March 29. The prices share of the prosperity gets down past
TICKET THAT THE REPUBLICAN NOMINEES FOR CITY OFFICES IF ELECTED, WILL DIVIDE THE of carpetings and rugs are likely to the office to be distributed among the
PRESENT FRANCHISE OF THE LAS VEGAS LIGHT AND POWER COMPANY AND GIVE THAT COM
advance sharply during the next two men who work with their hands."
PANY TWO NEW FRANCHISES, ONE FOR THE STREET RAIWAY AND ONE FOR THE LIGHT PRIVIL
months, according to trade announceCARS.
EGE, AND THUS ENABLE THE POWER COMPANY TO DISCONTINUE RUNNING THE STREET
ments owing to the scarcity of InstIT IS STATED THAT THIS WILL BE DONE AT THE INSTIGATION OF CERTAIN PROMINENT REPUB-IOANable carpet wools in the markets of
SUGAR CASE TO JURY
BECAUSE OF THE FINANCIAL INTEREST THEY HAVE IN THE POWER COMPANY.
the world. China wools, which pre
New York, Matt h 29. Counsel for
THE OPTIC STATES AUTHORITATIVELY THAT THIS CHARGE IS ABSOLUTELY FALSE IN EVERY
used to a considerable extent for fi. officers of the American Sugar RefinPARTICULAR; THAT THE MEN WHO HAVE BEEN ACCUSED OF THIS DESIGN HAVE NO INTEREST tag purposes, are tcaree because n!
.
ing company, charged with conspiracy
WHATEVER IN" THE POWER COMPANY AND THAT THE CHARGE IS JUST AN ORDINARY CAMPAIGN-LIEthe revolutionary disturbances in in violation of the criminal clause of
that country. Shipments from the the Sherman anti-trulaw began
THE FACT OF THE WHOLE MATTER IS THAT NO MAYOR OR CITY COUNCIL THAT MAY BE Tien Tta are decreasing and cable their
summing up in the United States
THE LAW OF advices states that receipts from tna district court
ELECTED WILL HAVE THE POWER TO DIVIDE THE POWER COMPANY'S FRANCHISE.
today. The case probOUT OF FHE HANDS OP THE
1909, CHAPTER 87, EXPRESSLY TAKES SUCH FRANCHISE MATTERS
interior in that market are very light. ably willgo to the jury tonight. RichMAYOR AND CITY COUNCIL BY PROVIDING ON PAGE 242:
Russian wools are also bringing high ard V. Llndabury and Delancey Nlcoll,
"THAT AFTER THE PASSAGE OF THIS LAW, NO FRANCHISE FOR A PUBLIft UTILITY SHALL BE prices. The adoption of 3cHnftflc counsel for the defense, contended
BY ANY CITY COUNCIL OR OTHER GOVERNING BODY OF ANY CITY IDR TOWN IN THE
sheep growing methods, which pro- that Adolph Segal never had any inTERRITORY OF NEW MEXICO, UNTIL THE PROPOSITION OF GRANTING SAID FRANCHISE HAS BEEN
duce a quality of woo more suitable tention of operating the refinery in
SUBMITTED TO THE QUALIFIED ELECTORS OF SAID CITY OR TOWN AND APPROVED 'BY A MAJOR
for the manufacture of clothing than Philadelphia which the deefndante are
ITY OF SAID ELECTORS."
for carpets, is said to be the cause of accused of putting out of business by
THE FRANCHISE MATTER IS ABSOLUTELYx IN THE HANDS OF THE VOTEJ15 AND THE CITY
with a. $1,250,00")
the advanced cost of the cheap Rus- tricking
Segal
COUNXTL CANNOT HAVE ANYTHING TO IX) V. ITHVIT.
U
loan.
sian wools.
two-yea-
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Theory Alone
Accomplished

TELEGRAPH SERVICE

IS AMERICANS WILL

SCENE

THE ORIGINAL

V'Dailw

MARCH 29. 1912.

MINERS ABANDON PENITENTIARY

PETITION FROM ALBUQUERQUE
IS PRESENTED TO THE

THE

FRIDAY,

WIFJE

tuted being voted down. Petitions
from Socorro county where it is expected there wi'l be several convictions soon for first degree murder,
hastened the pasage of the bill, which
OF A
bears the emergency clause.
An effort was made to have ttihe
house committee on the bribery investigation get in its report this
evening before recess was taken until
next Thursday, but Attorney B. M.
BY
UNITED
SENT
Read for defense, and Attorney WORKERS IN BITUMINOUS FIELD CONVICT DAVIS KILLS CONVICT WEAPONS
JOHN STRONG IN NEBRASKA
STATE8 TO CITIZENS RESIDBE
WILL
Wright for prosecution, are still to
SATISFIED WITH
make final arguments this afternoon.
ING IN MEXICO.
PRISON
FIVE CENT INCREASE
Colonel Prlehard, for defense, made a
savage attack on the lepubllcan state
TABLE iMADERO
GIVES PERMISSION
central committee for engineering PROPOSAL
CONSIDERED AT THE BREAKFAST
IS
what he called a conspiracy to ge"
the four defendants out of the way OPERATORS WILL EITHER
MEN HAD JUST FINISHED MEAL PRE8IDENT OF SI8TER REPUBLIC
in the senatorial ballot.
WHEN THE CRIME WAS

FIGHT

ON

LEASED

EXCLUSIVE A8BOCIATED

CHAMPIONSHIP

LAID

suu
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Captain Rufflnl and his mate seised A ft ft
the mutineer and clapped him Into ,
LABOR WORLD NOTES.
irons.
This time thy made
'
batLraeri securelv In his
that he
For tic two weeks thereafter, j (Jr
SIXTY-TW- O
while tlie off coast gales were rlaying
Bakers and Confectioners' Un-- !
tag with the Lutsa and tearing he. )on hftg eBtllbahej tt cooperative
old suit of muslin Into rage, the mutl
bfAeTy , Mlnneapo!is.
neer was kept in Irons
has a street fund
"What are you going to do with
tQ
M applled to g,vln; work
(g
your bad man?" Captain Rufflnl was .
B.mn,ved
OLD EMPLOYE OF THE POSTAL
DISARMS
ENGLISHMAN asked.
YOUNG
The American Federation of MuSYSTEM HAS DECIDED
,
"Turn him looae," was tbe reply.
WHO WOULDN'T GO ALOFT
will hold its next annual consicians
TO
QUIT.
"He may have something coming to
WHEN ORDERED
vention on May 29, at Omaha, Neb.
lilm in the way of Wages. 1 have no
Washington, March 29 James Q.
Wages of union workmen general
ftir4in iislo. rYr htm "
New York, March 29. Captain
20 per cent In lew Kerr, a clerk in the mailing division
Increased
have
so
Rufflnl is a blond, blueA. for whales, there were
many
of the Chicago postoffice, has sent in
than three years at Waco, Texas
eyed man, not so large and not so lit-- of them in sight during the
his resignation after 62 years in the
at
earners
all
wage
tie.
Practically
There is nothing about him to that their presence scarcely exleted
postal service, which Is the record.
the
with
exception
two
were
Vermont,
of
the
hut
there
Barre.
that
the
comment,
he is
pasing
skipper
suggest
of the city employes are members of Kerer Is going back to Ohio, hij native
lumbering weathered barkentine Luisa that made quite a diversion,
state, to spend the remainder of his
In the latitude of the Rarbadoes some union.
which was made fast to a battered pier
at the foot of Twenty-sixtAt the international convention of days with relatives. He is now 84
street, during the forenoon watch on a quiet
South Brooklyn, yeeierday. The quiet day, with a following breeze, these two the Molders' union, to be held next years old. He entered the service 11
man, who has the peaceful looks of a fellows, spouting and sounding, were May, a mortuary benefit plan is to be years before the outbreak of the Civil war. Postmaster-Genera- l
Hitchcock
baby, does not show In his blue eyt rash enough to try to cross the Lulsa's considered.
has written him a personal note oi
of
the bows. The barkentine, high out of
mustache
fishers
Perth,
and leather-colore- d
salmon
The
riding as gracefuly as a rolling Rnd, demand a raise of wages, which commendation.
fighter that he can be when discipline
Kerr was born in Mentor, O., the
barrel on the heaving sea, was steer- nave for 30 years been $4.80 per
and his own safety demand action.
but
29
whales
almost
due
the
Rufflnl
is
and
of President Garfield, April
old,
ing
hours.
north,
yearn
birthplace
wee
0f
Captain
he has been a master mariner for four were headed west a few points north.
A new local of the International 13, 1828. March 1, i860, Kerr enterwith They were
yeans. The Genoese
persistent chaps, too, Boot and Shoe Workers' Union has ed the service as a clerk in the
her yards forward and her foremast heedless or defiant of the vesel that been formed in New York. It takes
at Painesvllle, O. Two years
looking Bke a trellis for a rose bush, was about to cross their path.
in that branch of the trade known later he was transferreu xo Cleveland,
It was a pretty race to see which
stuck in front of two bean poles, had
where he remained for one year. Sep
as carpet slipper macaw.
tember 15, 1853, he was appointed a
discharged at Rio de Janeiro a cargo
The brewery workmen of Milwau
from Pensaoola when the lack of a of the tracks, the ship or the glimmer
clerk iu the Chicago postoffice, where
the
for
are
taking steps
kee, Wis.,
charter from that port drove her to ing monsters.
alt he served, except for a period of six
The crew of the Lulsa gathered at formation of a brewery workers
seek etber luck In New York, where
on lines similar months, when he was out of service,
the great coal strike of England had, the rail to watch the contest. It look- liance, to be formed
until 1861, when he was transferred"
federations.
railroad
to the
fortunately for Rufflnl, kited the rates ed to be about an event bet. Unconto Pietsburgh. In the latter pare
Plumbers at Port Worth, Tex., have
of all charter.
cerned, the whales, swam nearer and
of 1861 he was sent to Washington
50
a
cents
day
him nearer, holding on their course, whila gained an advance of
.U Rio hla brokers supplied
From here he was detailed to open a
with a crew, a baker's dozen of human the ship was just as firm in her re- for this year and will have another postoffice at Norfolk, Va., for the de
drifts and derelicts, speaking the Ian solve to make no deviation. At the 60 cents a day Increase for the next livery of soldiers' mail during tho
In the
gueges of almost as many races. critical moment both whales moved two years, signing every shop
war. In December, 1863, he returned
to
sailcity.
starboard. The ship
Among his "able seamen" was a gracefuly
to
Washington and remained until the
society,
The Wholesale
young Englishman of whose antece- ed on and the whales dived. Presentclose of the war.
has
at
haviiiL-imsseManchester,
with headquarters
dents the Italian skipper knew noth- ly they reappeared to port,
Kerr's next assignment was In the
nrocured pround and will erect a shoe
beneath the ship.
ing.
ma
service as an extra
will
which
employ
The Lulsa fared northward. Tho
factory in Leeds
service alternately
clerk,
performing
MAKE
THE
TEST
The
Boclety
thousand
one
out
persons.
be
a iterror,
to
Englishman turned
on
line
between
the
Washington and
How
if
to
Tell
Your Hair is Diseased. already has factories In other large
who had no use for shipmates or offiNew York and between Washington
Even
if
a
head
have
luxuriant
you
In
cities
England.
cers, responding to orders wltn sullen
C. For three months
of hair you may want to know whetV-e- r
The representative of the Railroad and Weldon, N.
looks and growls.
on
this run, when he
continued
he
is
in
it
a
condition
formaor
healthy
Brotherhood favorable to the
On March 1, when the barkentine,
was appointed chief clerk of the
not.
98
cent
emof
a
the
need
the
all
per
of
a
federation
people
like
tipa
ballasted
and
of
tion
rolling
lightly
Cleveland and St. Louis Railway
sy pendulum, was hit by her second hair tonic.
ployes of the Canadian railways have
with headquarters In Indiana
con
of
Pull
hair
if
head
are
out
the
nor'wester
which
your
big storm, a screeching
they
prepared a plan
that flung her back on her course bulb at the end of the root is white fident that the Brotherhood of Loco- apolis. After three years he returned
to the railway mail service headquar
and cost her two weeks of precious and shrunken, it proves that the hair motive Engineers will accept
ters in Washington as chief clerk ot
unloi
Stevedores'
time, the mate, GiobaUa Denegri, or- is diseased, and requires rompt treat,
and
The Riggers'
dered the English lad aloft to make ment if its loss would be avoided. If one of the oldest, labor organizations the Washington and Lynchburg Railfast the upper stopsall.
the bulb Is pink and full, the hair in San Francisco, has a membership way postoffice and the Baltimore &
lines.
After
The youth refused duty and was is healthy.
of 2,500, and it is the belief that upo-th- Ohio Railway postoffice
to
the
was
he
months
three
locked
mate
aft.
assigned
and
up
We want every one whose hair reseized by the
completion of the Panama canal
He broke out of the sail locker and quires treatment to try Rexall "93" the membership of the union will be Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway
postoffice, holding this run for three
arming himself with the carpentr'B Hair Tonic. We promise that it shall increased to 5,000.
was sent to
axe, entrenched himself In the
not cost anything if it does not give
The railway men of England are years. From here he
his
last
billL
Chicago,
is
of
the
results.
It
with
not
satisfied
designed
satisfactory
the, working
"In Chicago," Kerr says, "I saw
to overcome dandruff, relieve scalp terms of settlement reached after thfc
orthe oddest if not the first
the ncx( day whe nail hands were
probably
to
made
the
stimulate
are
hair
roots,
recent strike. Complaints
irritation,
dered to turn to and dry sails. Tho tighten the hair already in the head, that certain railway companies hav and Only strike among postal clerks.
besailor, who Is tall and strong, again grow hair and prevent baldness.
not adhered to the terms and have Postmaster Cook was a banker,
mutinied. Denegri sent for Captain
sides being postmaster. He was acIt is because of what Rexall "93" Introduced methods which have
Ruffini. who went forward unarmed.
customed to pay his clerk hire in the
Tonic has done and our sincere placed a great many men.
The skipper entered the forecastle, faith In its
scrip of his bank once every three
want
we
Fifteen thousand carpenters in
goodness that
where he confronted the sailor, axe in
months. The postoffice department
to try it at our risk. Two size?, cago have voted to strike for an
hand, waiting, his face dark with
and $1.00. Sold only at our store crease In wages on April 1. The :e- - refused to allow Cook for his clerk
rage and a twist upon his lips.
The Rexall Store. E. G. Murphey. suit of the recent referendum vote hire, but he kept this information
"Out with you!" said Captain Rufsbowed that the offer of the contrac- from his clerks and reduced their salflnl, quietly.
cents an aries, and made thw reduction apply
EDUCAiTIONAL TOPICS DISCUSSED tors to pay a scale of 2
The mutineer called aloud upon all
to the compensation that he had paid
March 29. A hour had been rejected. The men
Mich.,
Ann
Arbor,
the powers. Captain Rufflnl advancschool teachers and s8t upon their demand of 65 cents for the preceding quarter. More than
of
number
ed; the matte was behind him.
this, he took the notes of clerks to
are attending the annual .,n hour for the next three years.
The sailor swung his axe, aiming it principals
cover drawbacks from future salaries.
Schoolmasthe
of
Michigan
at the skipper's head. Without flinch- meeting
"One afternoon thk. clerks took a
of
ters' club, the general sessions
ing Ruffini watched the assailant and
and went to the theater.
holiday
In
held
University
today
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
his weapon, parted the axe on the which were
came back there were sevWhen
they
social
the
will
Vocational
if
hall.
training,
refund
Your
money
druggist
helve and turned the blade. The hanloads of California mail
eral
wagon
were
PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure any
dle and part of the head of the axe center, and teachers' pensions
come arouns via the Isthmus
had
that
with
dealt
or
subects
ease
of
Itching, Blind, Bleeding
glancej quite harmlessly off the right the three leading
Protruding Piles In 6 to 14 days. Rfto of Panama. When the clerks saw the
arm and side of the dlsarmer. Then in the addresses and discussions.
mountain of work before them they
rebelled. A man named Knowles led
the revolt by throwing down the mall
he held In his hands. There were
half a dozen westerners in the crew,
and they all went ,t, leaving the
other clerks, myself among them, to
do the work. A', that time all letters
had to be billed and wrapped In paper. Postmaster Cook had raked the
town to get help, bat the clerks he
got gave poor service."
Kerr is a widower, without children.
He will spend his declining years
with relatives In Painesvllle, where
he entered the postal service.
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No. 55
SATURDAY

EVENING,

7:30

TO

9:30

Saturday evenining 7i30 to 930 occurs our 55th After Supper Sale. Though these sale have ocurred
weekly for 55 weeks, the interest in them and the attendance has not disminished. During no other sales
can you get such unprecedental values for so little money.

h

NO TELEPHONE ORDERS ACCEPTED

CASH ONLY

Scot-wate-

-

three-sticke-

r,

post-offic-

e

raly

Womens 5Uc Hadnkerchiefs 10c

19c Embroidery 10c

A sample line of Womans Handkerchiefs includ-

A lot of embroidery including both edges and
insertion, all new desirable patterns with good
edges, worth 124c to 19c per yard, special for our

ing an excellent variety of all desireble styles,
worth from 25c to 50c each, special for our After
Supper Sale, each
i5C

After Suooer Sale, oer yard.

10c

15c Huck Towels 10c

Boy's Waists 25c

Good Huck Towels, fnll 20x40 inches, with fast
color red borders, good absorbent, worth 15c,
special for our After Supper Sale, each.
10c

Gingham Waists, fast Color, blue
shoulders,
only, double seams with
25c
collar attached, for our After Supper Sale.
Boys Good

Laa VG)a3'LoadingS"tora

&.$(xsmusaM & Son
Established

1662

South SidoPlaja

post-offic-

;

e

WHY IT PAYS TO BUY
ADVERTISED GOODS

dis-Ha-

Chl-yo-

u

c

-

2

The Cream of

tke Cotton

Cottolene
The pick of the cotton seed is
chosen for the making of Cottolene.
The seed is crushed, the oil is
extracted and refined by our own
special process and the finished
result is the purest, cleanest, most
healthful vegetable-oi- l
cooking fat
on the market.
food retards digestion;
food aids digestion. Pay
your money and take your choice!

Lard-soake- d

Cottolene-cooke- d

Made only by THE N..K. FA1RBANK COMPANY

Farther than Butter or hard

GREEN RECORDS AT AUCTION.
London, March 29. Many celebrated romances that occurred during the
reigns of the three Georgjes and William IV., and in the early Victorian
era, were recalled by the sale at

Sotheby's today of the original certificates of
marriages at Gretna
Green. The lot embraced more than
one thousand runaway match certificates, upon some of which appeared
the names of men and women of wide
celebrity.
Gretna was the nearest and most
accessible point in Scotland from the
sister kingdom, and in 'ts neighborhood fugitive marriages were long
contracted. The practice is said to
have been begun by a tobacconist
named John Paisley, wno lived to a
great age, and died in 1814. The general assembly, in 1826, vainly at
tempted to suppress the system of
Gretna Green marriages, but an act
passed in 1856 made such marriages
illegal after that year, unless one of

Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his product, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his
capital, nor
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a'protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised
goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

It

A

i ways

the persons married had llveu In
land 21 days.

Pays to Buy Advertised Goods

Scot-

Children are much more likely to
The "Child's Welfare" movement
contract the contagious diseases yahen has
the attention
challenged
of
they have colds. Whooping cough, thoughtful people everywhere. Mothdiphtheria, scarlet fever and consump- ers are natural supporters, and will
tion are diseases that are often con- find In
Foley's Honey and Tar Comtracted when the child has a cold. pound a most valuable aid.
Coughs
That Is why all medical authorities
and colds that unchecked lead to
say beware of colds. For the quick
Now Is the Time to Get Rid of These cure of colds you will find nothing bet croup, bronchitis and pneumonia yield
ter than Chamberlain's Cough Rem- quickly to the healing and soothing
Ugly Spot.
edy. It can always be depended up- qualities of Foley's Honey and Tar
on and is pleasant and safe to take. Compound.
O, G. Schaefer and Red
The woman with tender skin dreads For sale by all rugglsts.
Cross Drug Co.
March because it is sure to cover her
face with ugly freckles. Not matter
how thick her veil, the sun and winds
will surely make her freckle.
Fortunately for her peace of mind,
COM lbs. or Mora, Sac Delivery
20s par 10 lb
the recent discovery of a new drug,
to MM iba, Eaah DaHvwy
Ma par 108 lbs
lb,
ijm
othine double strength, makes It pos2M lbs. U i,0O lbs., Eaci Dallvary
ate par io nw
sible for even those most susceptible
5S lbs. to 20 lbs, Kaon DsUvary
40a par IN Iba.
to freckles to keep the skin clear and
Laaa Than M iba. Each Delivery
Ms par 1M Iba
white. No matter how stubborn a
case of freckles you have, the double
strength othine will remove them
Get an ounce package from any first
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
class druggist in the City of Las Veand Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
gas and banish the freckles. Money
Pamaus Office 701 Douglas Avenue.
back If It fails.

FRECKLES

RETAIL PRICES

AGUA PURA COMPANY

I

LAB VEGAS DAILY OPTIC.

"MY HAT

IS

IN

Jones made a monkey o' Mike when

k come to science, bat be didnt end

NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
any rounds. He'd dance around th'
big fellow and perk at him, bat with
no more success than if he'd ben a
fly. Mike'd miss th' most of his
Santa Fe, N M March 29 A
leads, but every once in a while he'd
on the governor of Colorado
land one, and that'd end that round
was this morning Issued by Governor
"I have to admit Jones was game.
W. C. McDonald for the rendition of
He took some awful punishment, but
Tomae
Armijo an escaped Com let
he never whimpered. In the fourfrom
state penitentiary hre two
the
MIKE M'COOL SPRUNG IT AT
teenth round Mike broke three o' the
ago.
years
Armijo is under arrest al
Britisher's ribs, but he kept on grin-ninPRIZE FIGHT FORTY
Pueblo.
twenty-seventwon
Mike
in the
YEARS AGO
U. 8. Commissioners Appointed
round by landing his right ham on
The
folowing appointment of Uni
Jones' jaw. You could have heard th'
Washington, March 29. The slogan crack for a mile. Jones wasn't put ted States commissioners were made
Mrs.
"My hat is in the ring" dates from a
by Judge William H. Pope:
out, but he couldn't continue.
L.
E.
vice
world's championsip prizefight at Bus
Lucia,
Iouise
MouRon,
"Well, my boy, there was some exMoulton, resigned; W. M. Wedding-ton- .
senbark. In the Third Ohio congres- citement after that"
sional district, 40 odd years ago, acVaughn; Charles A. Scheurich,
"Did Mike retain the chaplonshlp?'"
Tnlarosa:
to
M.
James
irby L. Fi
Clovis;
Representative
cording
asked Cox.
A. I'awkins, Montoyi Frank X
Cox of that district
r.Vrti
Cox does not
"Of course not," said Kelly. "He
Puerto de Luna, and Lee L
claim to hare been "among those
on fighting till he got a good Fage,
kept
of Carrlzozo.
present," but he has the story of the lickin'. That's what happens to all
affair from William J. Kelly, one of who think
Requisition
back.
come
That's
can
they
of
A requlsiton for the rendition
the democratic workers In his diswhy I want to stick around for a while
was
trict, and this the way Kelly told to see if th" latest man to throw his George W. Reeves of Ros-e- ll
on the governor of olorado
it:
hat into th' ring is goin' to show that drawn
" 'Twas about the time you were
the man who is now a prischarging
he's th' exception to th' rule that
oner
at
said
a
trace
with
Greeley, Colorado, with obborn, Jimmy,"
Kelly,
worked for Sullivan, Corbett. Jeff and
of brogue: "'twas long ago; In the th' rest.
taining money under false pretences
with bella Raple, alias Lusummer of 69 or 70, I don't remember
"It's going to be a good mill. Jim- Together
he was indicted by
S.
cille
ir exact date, but 'twas th' day that
Magnenat,
my, and may I be there to see."
Mike McCool, champion of th' world,
the district court oi Chaves county for
handed Aaron Jones, champion of CASCARETS WORK
cashing a worthless check for $1,000
at
the First National bank of Roswell
England, a polthoguee on th' jaw
YOU
WHILE
SLEEP
two years ago.
thafti kept the championship of th'
world in th' United States.
Supreme Court
Salts, Calomel and Cathartic Pills are
The state supreme court has handed
"That was th' only world's chamas
on
bowels
act
violent they
down a decision in the application for
pionship battle .ifliat was fought in
pepper acts in nostrils.
writ of habeas corpus of Steven Can
Ohio, Jinrmy, and 'twas fought In
h'8 appeal from the district
avan
own
Th'
district.
was
your
place
Take a Cascaret tonight and thor- court and
Bernalillo
for
county. In which
which even now is only a
oughly clease your liver, stomach and the lower court is sustained.
Can- I
was
in
but a lad, living
flag station,
bowels, and you will surely feel great avan had been sentenced to two years
Hamilton, but well do I remember th'
You men and women who
for contempt of court arising out of
excitement that th' big fight caused. by morning.
coated tongue, can't
have
headache,
T
failure to obey the mandate of the
his
hoofed the nine miles from Hamilare bi'ious, nervous and upset, court in a divorce case In which he
ton in th' cool of th' early morning, sleep,
bothered with a sick, gassy, disorder- was to
certain sums of money to
but when I got to th' battle ground ed
stomach, or have backache and his wife.iay
I found many there that had been
feel all worn out.
The writ was dismissed and the
up all ntght. And it was a bad
Are you keeping clean Inside with
court sustained.
lower
crowd, Jimmy.
Cascarets or merely forcing a passPardons Issued by Governor
"Th' ring was pitched in a grove to
every few days with salts,
Frederico Segura
Benito Segura.
th" right of th' railroad and just to th' ageway
cathartic pills or castor oil? This is and Ped'o Gutierrez of Fort Sumner,
west of th' pike. One of th' big guys
Guadalupe county have been pardonthat were running tb' mill knew me important.
Cascarets immediately cleanse and ed from a
and got me a place right by th' ring.
jail sentence and fines agthe stomach, remove the sour
received
$200 which were
He told some gun men to see that I regulate
gregating
and fermenting food and for the theft of $4.50 worth of alfalfa.
wasn't bothered, and I wasn't, al- undigested
foul gases; take the excess bile from
though all around me there was all the liver and carry off the decomposed In issuing the pardon Governor W. C.
McDonald reviewed the case and conkinds of scraps, especially among the
waste matter and poison from tne in' cluded that the
penalties Inflicted on
sure thing men that had followed th'
testlnes and bowels.
"excessive and
men
were
I
three
the
Well
do remember men being
fight.
Remember, a Cascaret tonight will unreasonable and would work hardshoved off limbs of trees from which
straighten you out by morning. A
ship on the tax payers of the county."
they had hoped to get a good view of
box from vour druggist means a
th' doin's. Thieves and bootleggers
Compiling School Laws
head and cheerfulness for
were workin 'openly, and it looked clnr
The following committee appointed
the children.
as if itihere'd be miurder before th' months. Don't forget
by the state board of education is now
setto'd start.
busily employed revising and compilC. M. HYDE AT THE BAR
"But th' excitement that had gone
some
ing tlhe school laws of New Mexico:
New York. March 29. Unless
on all mornin' was nothin' to what folSchool Superintendent, Dr. M.
County
former
City
new
intervenes
delay
lowed when th' word was passed that
F.
Dee
Marais, Las Vegas; CKy
M. Hyde will be
th' 'Butcher Boy' that's what they Chamberlain Charles
J. S. Hofer,
School
Superintendent
in
the
crimln
next
Monday
called McCool, he was from Louis- arraigned
M.
D.
Dr.
Taylor, Aztec.
court to Tucumicari;
ville was comin'. Th' crowd made al branch of the supreme
of
the commitmembers
The
is
he
stand trial for the part
allaged
way for him and he walked through
Alvan
tee
State
are
Superintendent
the"
In
scandal
to
have
banking
played
th' passage as if he was a king.
C.
McDon
W.
Governor
N.
and
White
deheads of the
"I can see him now, Jimmy. He tiiat has involved the
the al. Another meeting of the state board
wore a great big black hat'on th' side funct Carnegie Trust company,
C. Robin banking enterprises will be called for a conference when
Joseph
of his big head covered with th' curand the New York political machine. the work Is completed and the code
ly hair that all th' real fighters have.
hint will be laid before the legislature.
Thrown over his shoulders was a big In the Indictment returned against
An opinion by the attorney general
is
chafcoat pugs didn't wear bathrobes in the former city chamberlain
states
that under provisions of thi
with
in
connection
with
bribery
this day and he had his Irish nose ed
the state board is auconstitution,
the $500,000 larceny from the. Carstuck 'way in th' air.
and
thorized
empowered to adopt a
Trust
company.
"Everybody was yellin' at him, but negie will
uniform
system of text books for high
be the fourth man of a coHyde
he paid no attention to th' crowd unand
the board will meet Tuesschools,
til he got to th' corner his .corner. terie of prominent politicians, bankerg
in chars day, April 30, 1912, for purpose of rea
to
face
and
jury
promoters
Jimmy, right where I was squatting.
Superintendent
of the ceiving bids, and
I never was so excited and never es growing out of the failure
school prin
White
is
high
notifying
colthe
and
Trust
company
Oarnlege
will be so again.
book
and
all
publishers.
cipals
" 'What are ye goin' to do to th' sas- - lapse of the Robin banks.
The department is busily engaged
was inchamberlain
The
former
city
I
penacht?' yelled at him, because then
in
arranging county institutes in ev
on
the
oh,efly
!
T
thought all Englishmen should be,!dIct?d
county, plans for which were con
ery
u. KODin, owner oi a siring oi
murdered.
, .losepn
at a recent meeting.
sidered
who
industrial
banks
and
enterprises,
"He looked down at me and smiled.
The
has taken up the
department
Wil'Me boy,' he said then he hesitated alleged that Hyde, himself and
of
matter
securing
large delegations
on
a
convicted
J.
liam
Cummins,
for a moment. He turned, swept that
of embezzling $140,000 from of educators to N. E. A. meeting, Chi
charge
big hat from his head, and I'll swear
with the educational
met In cago, July
he said it right to me he shouted as the Carnegie Trust company,
of New Mexico, Dr. W. E.
director
was
while
in
1910,
office
Hyde
Hyde's
he threw th' hat over th' ropes:
d
Garrison, of Agricultural Colege. It
" 'My hat is in th' ring. Any bloody city chamberlain. Here they confe--reis
hoped arrangements will be made
B.
former
with
Reichman,
Joseph
Britisher that thinks he can whip me
for
large representation.
president, of the Carnegie Trust comtry to cover
Federal Grand Jury Next Monday
later of making a
convicted
pany,
a
was
As
"Well, there
riot, Jimmy.
The folowing list of persons was
ex
I look back over it I launh to think false report to the staite banking
drawn
from the jury box to constitute
to
Robin, Hyde
aminers, and, acordlng
of any one .trying to cover that lid.
come the grand jury for the April term of
would
if
him
he
that
told
"As much as I hated an Englishman
tatter- the United States district court within
then I felt sorry for Jones when he through with a loan to the then
New Mexico to
Trust
he,
company;
Hyde and for the district of
crnwle'd through th' ropes. 'Twas said ing Carnegie
in Sanita
meet
the
federal
at
building
he weired only 100 pounds, while Mc- would see that the municipal deposits Fe next Monday:
to
Robin's
Northern
increased
Cool was a good 220. Jones' face was were
Raymundo Harrison, Anton Chico;
If Robin had refused, accordT)ank.
chalky, but he had a cunning smirk.
D.
J. Rankin, Albuquerque; Ramon
He was said to he th' cleverest man ing to his story, he was threatened Martinez, La Cueva; Francisco Sandothe
in
with
then
having
city money
England ever produced.
val, Rivera; A. Eidbjwald, Cuba; W.
"I heard him say to his seconds: his bank withdrawn. The bank was W.
Ogle, Roswell ; J. D. Jordon, Rodeo;
in no condition to stand such with'Hi'll knock th' hloomln' beggar's block
Macario
Gallegosi, Mora; H. P. Vigil,
off and he wont touch me, see'f HI drawals and he had to accede to Las
W. J, Morgan, Roosevelt;
Vegas;
Hyde's demands, Robin avers.
don't!'
Jose G. Chavej
in
Rob- Pedro Sanchez, Ooate;
cases
Sentences
the
of
both
"McCool didn't say anything out
Merced
Monticello;
Belen;
Montoya,
in and Cummins have been held up
loud, but he had th' fiercest look
Connell,
Tularosa;
Ralph
Felipe
is
likeit
rumored
and
are
that
they
ever saw. His second .whispered to
Las Cruces; Wiliam J. Doering,
to
turn
evidence
ly
state's
against.
him, and Mike glanced down at his
Vein this way to escape Carrlzozo; Susano Montoya,' Las
hairy paws that had ben pickled for Hyde, hoping
Frank
JacK
Los
gas;
Lunas;
Tondre,
serving terms in prison. It is underweeks.
itihat Justice Vernon M. Davis, Stephens, Lordsburg; Frank Lucero,
"Soon they were at it. Prize flghtin' stood
Gibson; A. E. Macey, Dexter; Rafael
who
presided over the trials of Cumwas a man's job in those days, JimRomero,
Mora; Ben Martinez, Blanco;
my. There was no such a thing as mins and Reichman, will preside over Cleofes M. Baca, Colonias; R, P. Beer
the
trial.
Hyde
gloves. They fought wtth their bare
Roswell; Thomas E. Owen, Folsom;
dukes. And they had none o' this
Alexander Gurdorf, Taos.
eres
from
suffer
rheumatism
Many
rounds with one have been surprised and delighted
thing o' three-minut-e
minute rests. A round was ended with the prompt relief afforded by
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy has
when a man was knocked down. Then applying Chamberlain's Liniment Not won its great reputation and extenone
of
case
rein
rheumatism
ten
sive sale by tts remarkable cures of
his seconds dragged him to th' corner
any internal treatment what- coughs, colds and croup. It can be
and tried to bring him around in a quires
ever.
This liniment is for rale by depended upon. Try It. Sold by all
miuute.
all druggists.
druggists
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Bus-enbar-

FRIDAY, MARCH

.

THftCC

1H2.

(the purse to

$50,000, giving the win
ner $20,000 instead of $10,000 as last
year. Greater speed was demanded.
and every ear which is entered for the
I
UL I
I Hill
second race shows even better pos-U'
BiMMtfea than those which competed
If an old son existed simply because the flesh was disss d at that
e
in the first. For the second
spot. It would be an easy matter to apply some remedy directly
particular
race, every car which enters must to the place that would kill the germs; or the tlissnswr! flash might be
make a full lap of the Speedway track removed by a surgical operation and a curs effected. But the very fact
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huahua, which included 25 children,
Iron Clad
had received six hours' notice to de
the officer said the convicts were tne committee on jmblic property.
You judge a man not bv what he
an
Children's
were
informed
fighting
part.
They
first to open fire. He could not tell Honse Bill tie. 9, by Toombs,
promises to do, but by w bJt ne na
Hose
between rebels and government troops
whether any one of the dead men act relating to the powers of incorpo- done. That Is the only Jaa
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tesMexand
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villages.
The
Imminent
from
cities
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Chamberlain's
rated
bullets.
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Judged
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a
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on judiciary.
by this standard has no su rtor. Peo ico City had little to tell of conditimony of both witnesses occasioned the committee
everwhere
tM
nig!'
speak of Itjt
Insofar ae changes in the
Llewbllyn hfrrodtwed a House .lolut pie
frequent clashes between attorneys
rowma oy aii tions therewere
- est terms of praise,
the
zwerthat
concerned. None of
situation
,
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COMPANY H MAKES GOOD

The

PERSONALS

Prescriplioaist

O. A. Larrazolo returned

s

last night

from a short business trip to Santa
Fe.
Fred C. Phillips and sister, Mrs.
Green, returned this afternoon from
Kansas.
Mrs. G- C. Price and baby left this
afternoon for Pueblo where they will

The man who does . the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is nevei
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
our
prescription leaving
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

-

When
SHOWING AT INSPECTION

The right powder
at the right price
One cent an ounce

23 ounces for 23 cents

is the

rieht
Duket left this afternoon
bak
tQ
the
price
ftlg
for Denver, his former home, on a
short business trip.
Mounted Policeman A. A. Sena returned last night from a short business trip to Santa Fe.
'William Haydon, son of Mr. and
Mrs. W. G. Haydon, returned yestersells for. Do not pay more; it's a waste of money.
day from Shoemaker.
K C Baking Powder is pure, wholesome and efHarry W. Kelly of Gross Kelly &
fective in action. Results are sure and certain.
WINTERS DRUG CO.
Company, left last mgnt on a short
A trial will not only convince, but make you
business trip to Santa Fe.
a firm, fast friend. You really ought to know
Phone Main
Mr. and Mrs. B. J. Reed have refor yourself what a wonderful baking help K C
moved from their home at 1022 Fourth
Baking Powder is.
street to 903 Third street.
K C Cook's Book
Send for
John Webb has been appointed assistant Santa Fe time keeper. Reg
FREE
THE LATEST IN
Young is head time keeper.
The K C Cook's Book, containing 90 tested, easily-mad- e
Santa Fe Superintenaent F L. My
JAQUES MFG. CO- recipes, sent free upon" receipt of the colored cerSUMMER ers returned last night from a short
CHICAGO
can. Send it today.
tificate packed in the
business trip to Santa Fe.
Co.,
Chicago
Jaques Mfg.
Sheriff Grant Chase testified that 26
one of the convicts fired the shot
which killed the young farmer.
Mrs. J. M. Amsden, after an extended visit in Las Vegas, left this
afternoon for her home in Chicago.
SILK FOULARDS,
Miss Gertrude Goldbeck returned
PRIMARY BiLL PASSED.
JOSEPH CURREN DEAD.
SILK AND COTTON TISSUES, last night from a several months visJoseph J. Curren, died this morn
Springfield, ill., March 29. The
it to her former home in Germany.
ing at St. Anthony's sanitarium. Mr. preferential
presidential
primary
ZEPHYRGINGHAMS,
Stanley A. Foutz, a prominent Curren came to New Mexico from bill, which passed the senate two days
young attorney of Wagon Mound, was Chicago about six months ago for hl3 ago, weathered successfully the storm
POPLINS, MADRAS,
nere today looking after business af- health. Previous to
coming to Las of second reading in the special sesfairs.
Vegas on February 27 he was a pat- sion of the Illinois boose today. EfPERCALES,
Miss Lucy Myers left yesterday af- ient at the
Valmora Ranch sanitar- forts to load the measure with amendternoon for Wagon Mound where she ium. Mr. Curren is
BATISTE AND LAWNS,
survived by a ments proved futile and the act was
will spend the remainder of the week wife and two
children, who are liv- advanced to third reading.
Also Complete Line in Ready-To-Wevisiting friends.
He was about 4r
ing in Chicago.
Miss Emma Tamme left this after
U. 8. COTTON.
Goods, Silk and Net
peors of age. Mr. Curren was a memnoon for Raton where she will visit
New York, March 29. Cotton spot
of
the
A.
ber
F.
Garden
City Lodge
Lace Waists From $2.0(1 up
her sister, Mrs. H. E. Fell, during the & A. M. of Chicago. Burial
will oc- closed quiet; middling uplands 10.85;
coming week.
cur Sunday afternoon In the Masonic middling gulf 11.10. Sales 3,200 bales.
Come in and Look at our New
E. H. Biernbaum, assistant county
cemetery. The Las Vegas lodge of
BIG CORN CROP.
clerk of Mora, came in last night Masons will conduct the services. The
Goods Whether you buy or not.
March 29. The Interfrom Santa Fe where he had been fpr body is
Washington,
being cared for by the Las national
institute
of Agriculture,
several days on business.
Vegas Undertaking company.
HOFFMAN AND GRAUBARTH
Rome, Italy, has coled the United
E. T. Plowman, manager of the Cas- States Department of Agriculture the
teneda hotel, will return tomorrow
104.
UNDERWOOD OPENS DEBATE
afternoon on train No. 1 from a short
following:
Washington, March 29. Chairman
"The estimated production of corn
business trip to Kansas City and To Underwood of the house
ways and in
Argentina this season (1911-12- )
Is
peka.
means committee opened the debate
147,927,000 hundred weight (295,854,- Miss Aurora Lucero, daughter of on the wool
bill today by saying that
Secretary of State Antonio Lucero, in three years the tariff board had 000 bushels.)'
left this afternoon for Santa Fe, cost the
and had
country $550,000
THE EMPORIUM
where she will spend the coming produced three
unsatisfactory reports,
uwmg to tne condition of the
week.
those on wood pulp and paper, wool weather, we will
Mr. and Mrs. B. Montoya came in
last night from their home in Satita one 01 lour
SHORT ORDERS
experts wno naa Deen
Fe. Mr. Montoya Wa"s formerlv of sent abroad in 1910 had Cnowledge
FOUNDERS' DAY AT GORDON.
and
Las Vegas and will, in all probability, of a foreign language and only one
Barnesville, Ga., March 29. ToREGULAR DINNERS
here.
knew anything of accounting.
day's celebration of Founders day at
W. E. Bailey, general auditor of
An attempt to fix a time for a vote Gordon institute was
made notable by
HEPNER & BARNES, Props.
the Santa Fe, passed through Las was ineffectual but it is expected that the dedication of
the new $15,000 athVegas this afternoon in business car debate will be closed late on Monday letic field and the
laying of the cor
No. 9 on train No. 1 en route from and that the bill then will be passed.
nerstone for the new academic build
Chicago to Los Angeles.
Republicans, including Representa ing. Many alumni and other friends
D. T. Hoskins, cashier of the San tive Payne of New York, Dalzell of
ZIMMERMAN SAYS IT'S
of the college attended the celebra
Miguel National bank, and his daugh Pennsylvania and Hill of Connecticut, tion.
Frances, will go to Trinidad to charged Mr. Underwood with unfair
TIME TO GET BUSY ter,
morrow to spend Sunday with Mr. ness when he refused to permit
a. uiossner, 24 Ontario St.. Ro- Hoskins' son, Harry Hoskins.
speeches of more than one hour in Chester, N. Y., has recovered from a
long and severe attack rtf kidney trou
J. W. Boden of Trinidad, represent- reply.
AS YET NO DELEGATES HAVE
ble, his cure being due to Foley Kid
C.
whole&
J.
Coulsen
Company,
ing
BEEN APPOINTD TO GOOD
ney pills.
After detailing his case,
ON
BOB'S
NAME
BALLOT
sale fruit dealers, was In Las Vegas
he says: "I am only
ROAOS CONVENTION.
lorry I did not
Newark, N. J., March 29. Support- learn sooner of Foley Kidney Pills.
yesterday
visiting tae local merers of Senator Robert M. La Follette in a lew days' time my backache
I hope Las Vegas people will chants. He left last night for Raton.
W.
E. Roberts, formerly a lieuten announced today that they had pro- completely left me and I felt greatly
awaken at once to the importance ot
improved. My kidneys became strong
in
the United States army, came cured the signatures of 1,3000 repub er, dizzy spells
ant
left me and I was
sending a good delegation to the
licans
to
petition for placing Mr. La no longer annoyed at night. I feel
Good Roads convention In Santa i'e in yesterday from his ranch near
100 per cent better since
using Foley
next week," said John I Zimmerman Mineral Hill, He will leave this even- Follettei's name on itihe presidential
tuaney Fills." O. G. Schaefer and
in
ballots
New
As
primary
on
7
No.
busion
a
Jersey.
train
short
secretary of the New Mexico Good ing
Ked
Co.
Cross
Drug
but 1,000 signatures aire necessary,
Roads association, this morning. ' It ness trip to El Paso.
this
insures
name
bis
State
being
placed
of Ohio, city of Toledo,
Margaret Lucy Bailey, the infant
is to the interest of Las Vegas that
on tbe ballots, they say.
ss.
i.ucas uounty,
the convict gangs at present OT.niov- - daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James W.
Frank
J. Cheney makes oath
ed in this vicinity be continued at Bailey, died yesterday afternoon at
that he Is senior partner of the firm
FLOOD
ARE FEARED.
work until they have completed the the Bailey home at 1011 Tilden aveSt. Louis, Mo., March 29. With 3t F. J. Cheney & Co., doing business
in the City of Toledo,
and
task laid out for them. It is equal'y nue. The baby was 1 month, 17 days the river stage the
highest for March state aroresald, and thatCounty
said firm
Important that other good roads work of age. The funeral was held this it has been since the records have will pay
the sum of ONE HUNDRED
be done. If Las Vegas Is not repre- afternoon from the home and inter been kept in St Louis, a
DOLLARS for each and every case of
rain
general
sented by a strong delegation It may ment was in Odd Fellows' cemetery. falling throughout the southern
catarrh that cannot be cured by the
part use of HALL'S CATARRH
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Bauer of Phila
CURE
be taken for granted by the state auof the state and a storm moving
FRANK J. CHENEY.
thorities that the people of this sec- delphia, are visitors in Las Vegas. northeast from the south central
Sworn to before me and subscribed
tion are not interested in road build- Mr. Bauer was formerly of Shoemaker states, flood conditions are
for in my presence, this 6th day of Delikely
was
a
and
cattleman
in
prominent
ing. Hence some other locality might
this city and the lowlands south of cember, A. D. 1886.
A. W. GLEASON.
(Seal)
be able to profit by our neglect. The this state. Mrs. Bauer is the daugh here.
Notary Public.
city, the commercial club and the ter of Captain Brunton of Shoemaker.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Inter
will
two
in
about
weeks
spend
board of county commissioners are They
nally and acts directly upon the
Las Vegas-afte- r
which tuey will go - - FIGHTS FOR TONIGHT
blood and mucous surfaces of the
empowered to appoint delegates to the
Johnny Frayne vs. Frankie Burns, system. Send for testimonials free.
convention. I sincerely, hope they to California.
2 0 rounds, M
F. J. CHENEY 4 CO., Toledo, O.
C.
ohnsen
mornJ.
returned
if
this
will get busy at once as the eonven
sold by all druggists, 75c.
vs.
Wilson
Joe
Bobby
10
Hyland,
tipn is slated to open next Wednes ing on the California Limited frorrj
Take Hall's Family Pills for eon
Y.
N.
at
rounds,
Utica,
visited"
an
Mr.
extended
johnsen"
trip.
day, April 3."
stipatloa
California points and along the PaNEW MANEUVER GROUNDS.
cific coast, returning by the northern
Washington, March 29 President route through Denver. Mrs. John-sen- ,
Taft today vetoed the joint resolution
who accompanied Mr. Johnsen
If it may be termed a science must
passed by congress to provide for the on the trip, stopped off in Aspen,
establishment of a permanent manea-verin- Colo., their former home, for a short
include a means of presenting the
camp for regular troops and visit with friends and relatives.
militia near Anniston, Ala.
proposition to the greatest number
The state board of pharmacy will
hold
a meeting in Santa Fe, May 13,
of prospective buyers. To reach this
Backache Almost Unbearable
if- an almost
result of kidney 14, 15 and 16. Announcements of the
frouble. D Tpomey, 803 E. Olive 8t
class in the southwest use the
have been, sent out to the
Bloomlngton, m., says:
"I Buffered gathering
Mur-pheG.
of
members
E.
the
board
by
with backache and pains In my kid
neyg which were almost unbearable
president, and A. J. Fischer of
I gave
Foley'Kldney Pills a good trial Santa Fe, secretary. At, this meot-in- g
and they done woaders for me. To
all violations of the pharmacy or
day I can do a hard day's work and
not feel the effects." O. O. Schaefer poison laws will be reported and actami Red Cress Drug Co.
ed upon.
Dr.
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TWENTY-EIGH-

WERE

PRESENT

EQUIPMENT.

Last night was the occasion of the
annual inspection of Company H, New
Mexico Natotnal Guard. Captain Hunter Neleson, of the Twenty-fourtInfantry, who Is doing special duty
with tbe Colorado
National Guard,
was the inspecting
officer. Company H turned out for the event 28
strong and presented a good appear- ance.
The men were uniformed in
olive drab and
carried
heavy
marching equipment, Including gun,
cartridge belt haversack, bedroll,
first aid packs, cooking utensils and
other necessary camp articles.
The first in order was the inspection of arms, following which was the
inspection of packs. Captain Wilson
found all of the equipment in first
class condition. After the Inspection
of packs and arms
Captain George
Morrison put the company through a
short drill. Captain Wilson gave a
short talk on the necessity of regular
attendance at drill and on caring for
arms and other equiment.
Captain Wilson did not express his
opinion of !;e Company H inspection
but seemod favorably .pressed with
the coiv)any. He is on a general Inspect if .'ii tour of New Mexico. He
came in from Santa Fe yesterday afternoon and left today for Tucumcari,
where he will hold the annual inspection of the National Guard company
at that place.
Yesterday afternoon, with Captain
Morrison and Lieutenant N. Robbins,
Captain Wilson checked up all of the
equipment In the Armory ana made a
thorough Inspection of the premises.
Company H has uniforms, arms, and
packs for 60 men and all of this
equipment is in gooa condition.
Previous to the inspection the
members of the company have been
turning out regularly to drills and
last night presented a neat, soldierly
appearance, which could not but make
an Impression on the inspector.

k
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'THE SQUAW MAN"

DUNCAN OPERA HOUSE
ONE NIGHT ONLY
Wednesday April 3
Clarence Bennett

44

T hie

& Co,

Present the Virile Play

Squaw Man"
By Edward Milton Royle

Unquestionably the Most Fascinating American Play of a Decade.
The Sensation of the Century.
as
Exactly
Represented. Two Years at Wailack's Theatre, New York

PRICES 50 1001.50
mm 'THE SQUAW MAN" mmm
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The Hour
of the Rose
By Dorothy
fcCopyrlght,

mi.

Arthur

by Associated Literary

"If so dear of you. Aunt Rom, to
tome all the way up from Virginia,

fust for my wedding."
"Why, child, don't you know what
a romantic old maid I am at heart?"
laughed Miss Carruthers. laying off
her wraps, and sinking restfully
down In an eaay chair before the Are.

wouldn't have missed it for
worlds.
of a
It needed the
Wedding to rouse me from my sleep-InesI was turning into a regular Miss
Van Winkle.
The ideal Tou don't look a day
over 29, auntie." Bettlna knelt down
on a heap of cushions, and looked up
adoringly at the face over which the
firelight played. It was a piquant,
changeful face, that time had been
too much In love with to deface with
many lines. The eyes were tender and
endearing under their long lastes.
"1 am 40, Bet lie, and proud of It,
proud to have attained such a dubious age and found life sweeter, filled with richer opportunities than ever.
Why, I am Just beginning to wake up
to what a really splendid old world
It la. When I was your age, dear, I
felt a hundred years old, and was "
It
The door opened hesitatingly.
was Bettlna's younger sister, Grace.
Bettle, the bishop's here," she
said. "Don't you think you ought to
'
greet him? He asked for you the first
thing."
"We'll be down In a minute," sang
"Aunt
back the little bride-elecRose, did I write you that I am to be
married by the bishop himself the
dear .splendid bishop, that I've loved
and cherished ever since I could

j

j

""I

Joy-bell- a

j

to bar room. She would not be
missed la the wadding rush of guests,
she knew, and aba wanted to look
at the face the bishop had Just seen
after JO years.
Unsparingly she
raised the window shade, and threw
back the softly tinted curtains. Then
she moved the little dressing table
over in the full daylight and sat down
before it to look at herself. And
presently she put her head down
on her arms and sobbed quietly, al-- i
most pityingly for the stupidity of
that girl who had taught the roses
how to grow 20 years before.
"Do you know, auntie," Bettlna told
her In strict confidence that night,
when she came in and sat on the
floor before the fire to braid her
hair, "I am almost sure our bishop
Is seriously smitten with Grace,
Wouldn't It be interesting to have a
Keep us all
bishop In the family?
in good order, I think. He admires
Grace Immensely, and she's 19 al-- j
most How old Is the bishop?"
"Forty-four,- "
answered Rose, smil-

t.

tod-diet- "

Miss Carruthers looked attentively
at Bettlna.
"What bishop, child?"
"Hepburn. Don't you know him,
dear? He used to he rector of St
James, oh, years and years ago."
Rose smiled. Pate had surely played
a strange trick on her after 20,
years. It was foolish, she told
that at 40 her pulses should
play traitor and start to beat at the
her-eelf-

ingly.

"That won't do at all." But he is
such a dear, and I do want to keep
him in the family."
"So do I, BetUe," laughed Miss Carruthers.
But the bishop remained hearts
whole and very circumspect. The
wedding was a Junior function, and
the girls eddied around him like brook
wavelets around the roots of a sturdy
oak.

Miss Carruthers was to take an
early train. It was In the dim winter dawn that she found her way into
the southern express, and as It started, saw the bishop placidly arranging his suit cases in the section
across from her. When he found out
he was discovered he crossed the
aisle.
"But I said goodby to you last
night," exclaimed Rose.
"That was only good night, but I
could not contradict you, dear, for
there were too many spectators. You
know. Rose, I never liked spectators.
Therefore, I am going down to Virginia with you."
"To Virginia? Why?"
"I am going into the old rose garden with you, and ask you the same
question I did 20 years ago, Rose."

"But"

"Now, don't scold, or plead, for
am surely going.
And, dear, if 1
could have seen your eyes and lips,
I should have come years ago. They
have grown so tender, so infinitely
tender, dear. Surely, they betray
you, they are betraying you n(aw."
Rose looked at him wistfully.
"But the roses are gone."
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UNNATURAL FEELING.

Net Place Yourself In Position
Where You Have Not Sufficient
Capital to Work On.

I have driven very widely over the
arid plains daring the past year. My
early experience In a new country
places me always In sympathy with
those who go into new lands with
the thought of establishing a home.
There sre some things which must be
observed by those who succeed In
what is called the dry sections, writes
O C Gregg In the Deseret Farmer.
First, do not Invest all of your cap
Hal in land and then Incur debt for
adjoining lands and so leave yourself
without a sufficient amount of ready
money to aid in doing the things which
must be done In order to make that
land sustain expenses, and family living. Second, do not delay to open up
a reasonable amount of this land
which you have acquired so as to obClubbman
Shay, M'ria, 1 feel aa
tain from It as soon as possible a
I
was
waltzing all 'round youl
measure of crop that will help if It though
does not fully sustain the expense of Wonder what's got Into me?
Mrs. Clubbman You ought to know.
the family for the first year or so.
Third, one of the greatest aids for Tou poured It in!
the sustaining of the home will be
amount of
found In a reasonable
THE TRUTH OF IT.
stock which should be obtained very
soon and so help pay the running expenses. Let this stock comprise a few
good cows. Do not forget the poultry
and add to these two classes of stock
one or more good brood sows. Fourth,
without Incurring too much expense
proper shelter can be made for this
stock. There will need to be a little
fencing. This Is more readily obtained today than In the early days because woven wire is now comparatively easily obtainable.
Fifth, make every effort that is needful to keep this stock well. The revenue from them will enable one to live
upon the land without incurring debts
which may seriously handicap further
efforts. Sixth, use what implements
are necessary to do the work upon the
land which is open. Do not, however,
open more land than you can properly cultivate.
Seventh, let the Increased acreage be made gradtvilly.
It Is
better to thoroughly cultivate a small
number of acres rather than to have
much land that can not be fully tilled
and that will probably call upon the
settler to furnish expensive Implements which will In turn make troublesome debts. Eighth, begin quite

j
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early to plant about the buildings the
beginning of shelter belts. The trees
should be so set as to aid the comfort
of the home and make one of the best
conditions for the continued effort
to make that new piece of land to be
a home in every way.
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ADVER-

cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
lines. All
advertisements
charged
will be booked at space actually set,
without regard to number of words.
Cash In advance preferred.

Leap Year Originally Was Given to
Proposals by Women by a
Royal Edict.
Although most women are well aware
the great privilege which they may
njoy during leap year, it is not to be
presumed that they are all equally conversant with the fact that their
right was originally secured to them by a statute law of England enacted in 1606 under James L
)
which readeth thus: "Albeit it is now become a part of the common laws, in regarde to the social
of life, that so often as
sverie bescxtile year doeth returne,
the ladyes have the sole privileges,
during the time continueth, of making love unto the men, which they may
doe, either by words or looks, as unto
them seemeth proper, moreover, no
man will be entitled to the benefit of
clergy who dothe refuse to accept the
offers of a ladye, or who dothe in any
wise treat her proposals with slight
and contumely."
A Scotch statute of 1228, under Alexander II.
however, preceded the above, and will appear to be
even more stringent:
"It is statet and ordaint that during
the year of his maist blissit majestie,
Ilk fourth year known as leap-yeailk
t,
maiden lady of both high and low
shall hae liberty to bespeak ye
man she likes, albeit, If he refuses to
tak her to be his wif, he shall be
mulcted in the sum of one poundis
or less as his estait may be, ex
cept and anis if he can mak it appear
that he is betrother to ane woman,
that he shall then be free." From
Harper's Weekly, 1865.
of

taET"V

I

in

II

down beore it io
dat
i
ji z
.

or

the morning hfl
bad found her alone in the old
He
rc; e garden at Twin Towers?
bad been such an eager, boyish wooer
In spite of his sober clerical garb.
d
she, in her blind, girlish narrow-- t
i, had sent him from her. She did
care for the life of a clergyman's
wife, she told him. She loved society
iind movement and action. She would
bare no dreamer's lot. She meant to
travel and revel in variety. She had
told him that a man who donned the
cloak of the prophet in these days
was a shirker of the real battle of
Me.
Now, they called him the fighting
bishop. 8he had followed his career
closely, tenderly, through the years.
Wherever there had been a chance to
raise the standard of the church militant, he had pressed forward. She
who had loved action, had slipped
life down
into her serene
at Twin Towers In Virginia, and he
at whom she had laughed had be
come the fighter, the man of action.
Bettlna was actually introducing
them In her eager, girlish fashion.
The bishop's rich, deep voice broke
in on her words.
"But we are old friends, are we
not, Miss Carruthers? Do you still
teach the roses how to grow?"
He had drawn her a little apart
from the others. Tall, lean and
clean shaven, with his keen, merry
eyes, he made her think of the young
sector. Moat unaccountably, Miss
Carruthers lost her sense of humor
and her tender, beautiful Hps quiv
20,000,

since
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OR. E. L. HAMMOND
RAN8FORD

OPTIC'S NUMBER,

CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E. Suit
S. Meets first and third Fridays in
Masonic Temple. Mrs. T. B. Bowen,
Worthy Matron; James O. Rutledge
Worthy Patron; Mrs. George Tripp,
Secretary. Phone Main 829, 120
Grand avenue

MAIN 2.

Wanted
WANTED

Inquire

class seamstress,
Third street.

NO.
LODGE
1,
DORADO
EL
KNIGHTS
PYTHIAS Meets
OF
every Monday eve

For Rent

ATTORNEYS

I

.as Vegas,

FOR RENT 3 rooms for
housekeep
ing, bath and toilet. Call at Optic.

Rose

New Mexu

"PHYSICIANS
H. W, HOUF, D. O., M. D.

E. Liebsoh-nier- ,
Cha n e e 1 1 o r

I

Visiting brothers are No.
Isaac Appel,
cordHy invited
No.
President; Charles Greenclay, SecNo.
retary.
o'clock

SALE Modern house, best lo
cation in city. Inquire of owner,

Eighth street.

p. m.

No.

d

FOR SALE 1000 acres land situated
two miles south of El Porvenir, N.
M.
All enclosed by a four wire
Dobbins After all 1 spent on that
fence. Three springs affording a
girl her father chased me out of the
good supply of water. Good crops
house.
raised every year regardless of rain,
Wobbins
Weil, you had a run for
sufficient for the maintenance of
your money.
three families. Its actual value, $10
per acre, but will sell for $6.00 par
A GOOD FEEDER.
acre if token at once.
Address,
Margarite Romero, L- -s Vegas, or
El Porvenir, N. M.

es-tal-

(1)

d

-

treat all kinds
Commander. Harry make a specialty of

FOR

r,

HUNKER

Physician and Surgeon
of diseases, but
eye, ear, nose an
Martin, Keeper of throat, and the fitting of glasses.
Phones: Office, Main 46; Residence
Records and Seal.
Vegas 342.
Office:
506)4 Grand Avenue,
705 81xth Street.
csldence:
NO.
'FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD
102 Meets every Monday night at
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue, at
LOCAL TIME CAM
8 o'clock.
Visiting members are
cordially welcome. E. EL Gehrlng,
EAST BOUND
president; J. T. Buhler, secretary;
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
Arrive
Chas.

FURNISHED rooms for rent; modern
conveniences. Peter Murphy's, 910
Fourth street

1015

&

Chester A. Hw,iAttorneys at Law.

nlng in Oaatle Hail.
Visiting Knights are
invited.
cordially

Three furnished rooms.
Douglas avenue.

SALE Thoroughbred

Dentist
Crockett Building. Has vw
at office and residence.

HUNKER
Geo. H. Hunker

First
902

4,

No. 2
No. 4
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545,
No. 8
FOR SALE Five head work horses,
I. O. of B
B. Meets every first
No. 10
1 yearling colt.
In
H. W. Bradrick,
the vestry
Tuesday of the month
rooms of Temple Monteflore at 8
general delivery.

),

d

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
..NO. 804. Meet second and tout
Thursday in O. R. C. ball. Plonsss
and

A. F.

208.

The corn grader is a necessity on
every farm where the corn planter is
used.
As to garden seeds, it is usually
best to buy direct of responsible seed
houses.
Seed selection is the oldest aud
most' common method of attempting
to improve our crops.
The grasshopper situation is a difficult one to cope with where vast
acreages of idle land exist.
Do not pile manure around the barn
and do not pile it In the fields. Spread
it as fast as It can be taken out.
Good roads are the reward of common sense applied to the local management of town or county affairs.
The business that grows rapidly
Conmay well be watched closely.
Hiram Gosh! Cy, how thet boy do
cerns of slow growth are usually more
stable.
grow!
Better copy the farmer who proCyrus Thet's nothin' ter how he do
duces his yields at the lowest cost eat!
than the man who produces the largest yields.
,
HE NEEDED THE MONEY.
Farm success comes to the man
who runs his little bit of land on the
same plan that the engineer does his
train right on the dot.
Weather Prophets of 150 Years Ago.
The land that was plowed in the
A century and a half ago people used fall for next year's garden will work
to depend upon the weather prognostiup better than that that must be
cations of Partridge's Almanac. One plowed In the spring.
day Partridge himself put up at a
Don't wait till planting time to secountry inn for dinner. The hostler cure seeds, and then buy package-seeadvised him to stay the night, as it
from the grocery store. This
would certainly rain. "Nonsense!" seed is apt to be of inferior quality.
said Partridge, and proceeded on his
Corn and alfalfa usually can be atway. Soon a heavy shower fell, which tended to when the wheat needs no
so impressed the traveler that he in- care, thus distributing the labor
ered.
rode back to the inn and of more equitably throughout the sea'Taul, Paul, how I wronged youl stantly
the hostler half a crown if he son.
Oh, don't be kind to me now and try fered
Are you testing your seed for germo smooth it over. I was a selfish, would teU how he knew the rain was
Imminent
has
I
life
qualities? It is a simple matinating
given
hope
untaught girl.
"Well," replied the man, with a ter, and the state experiment station
you in full measure all the happiness
grin, pocketing the coin, "the truth Is, will send you full directions for doing
you deserve"
The bishop smiled down at her we have Partridge's Almanac here; it at home.
Rough, stormy weather should be
"What sort of happi-jjess- . and he's such a Uax, that whenever he
whimsically.
Fuller Koyne The easiest way to
promises a fine day we know It will utilized in preparing frames and
Rose? I am a bachelor."
hot-bemake an enemy of a person is to lend
Here Bettlna swept down on them be foul. Today is set down as fine." placing broken glass in the
weather prophet, like many other and cold frame sash. It Is desirable him ten dollars.
and bore the bishop away to the tea The
weather prophets before and since, to paint the sasb at least every other
L M. P. Cunius I'd very
much
wished
to
mother
her
where
table,
year.
like to class you among my enemies.
nak to htm. Rose slipped back passed on discomfited.
!

C,

v

Comb Brown
Leghorn and Rose
Comb Rhode Island Red settlni;
eggs, $1.50 for 15. Telephone Vegas
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mere sound of a voice, the sight of a
form. Was it only 20 years ago,

DIRECTORY

BUSINESS-

B
tfyfl

FOR

White Holland Hardiest.
It Is claimed for the White
Turkey that It is the hardiest
variety known, the most quiet in
disposition, among the heaviest layers, quality of flesh surpassing all
other breeds, early maturity, maturing the first season.
Hoi-lan-

NO,

M.

HANDLED

Regular
munlcation first
building. Visiting members are oar
third Thursday In sank
dially invited. W. R. Tipton, G. K.J
month. Visiting broth- E. P. MackFl, F. 8.
cordially invited
N. O. Herman, W.
It; D. R. Murray, MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERIC.
Secretary.
Meet In uie torest of brotherly
WorW
love at V. uuomen of the
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
on tins oecouii aud fourth Friball,
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. Cls
conclave second Tuee-yksykjfluiar
Consul; O. Laemmle, Clerk. Visit
day in each month at Ma
ing neighbors are especially wai
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. C. D.
come and cordially invited.
Boucher, 8. C: Cbaa Tamme, Recorder.
F. O. E. Meets first and third Tuesday evenings each month, at Wood
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER No. S, ROYAL
man hall. Visiting Brothers corARCH MASONS Regular convoca-mdially Invited to attend. A.
tlon first Monday in each
President; E. C. Ward. See
month at Masonic Tem-U- )I
retary.
pie, at 7:30 p. m. M. R.
Williams, H. P.; F. O.
DENTISTS.
Blood, Secretary.

low-lea-

AS

LODGE
A,
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MARRIAGE

OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

SQC1ETV AND

Five

1108

The bishop laughed.
"You can't scare me off this time,
Water for Plants.
spring Is too near. We will brush the
snow off the sundial and read the
The Nebraska station, tn studies of
odl legend on It. See how well the water requirements of plants by
'I only record a new method perfected by the station,
I remember it, dear.
the hours that are bright.' Let. ue has found in two dry years that there
forget our own lost hours and gather was a distinct economy of water with
corn as compared with
the bright ones while we may. Shall narrow-leavebroad-leaveThe strains with a high-lea- f
we, Rose?"
area yielded 43.6 bushels per acre,
"Don't ask me," she answered,
area prosoftly. "I would rather tell you that while those with a
duced 62.1 bushels.
in the garden."
WITH

SHOUT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS

BEST GOODS

FOR RENT

Skinner (proudly) Yes, luck and
pluck made me, but mostly pluck
Yes, luck in
Wisely (interrupting)
finding people to pluck

CAff

RESTAURANT AND

LOBBY

FOR
SALE Buff
Plymouth Rock
baby chicks, $12 per 100. Orders
filled till July 1. Mrs. M. E. Stev-

ens, Humboldt, Kan.

TURNED LEAVES OH ROMAfitti

9:10
11:06
1:16
1:45

1

3
7
9

p. m

p m
a. m
p. m

WEST
1:20 p.
6:10 a.
4:40 p.
6:35 p.

9:16
11:10
1:25
2:10

p. it.
p. no

a.

BOUNu
m
1:45 p.
m
6:16 p. r
m
4:50 p.
m
7:00 p. m

O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
How Cold Causes Kidney Disease
Meets every Monday evening at
the
by driving blood from
Partly
their ha'l on Sixth street. All visitsurface and congesting the kidneys,
ing brethren cordially invited to at- and partly by throwing too much work
tend. J . D. Fridenstine, N. G.; upon them. Foley
Pilis
Kidney
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood, strengthen the kidneys, give tone to

I. O.
1.

Secretory; Karl Wertz, Treasurer;
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
B.

P. O. ELKS Meets second
fourth Tuesday evening of
visitv
month at O. R. C. hall.
brothers are cordially Invited. G
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler O
Condon, Secretary.

he urinary organs and restore the
normal action of the bladder. They
are tonic in action, quick in results,
try them. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Co.
i

You can say goodbye to constipation with a clear conscience If you
use Chamberlain's
Tablets. Many
have been permanently cured by their
use. For sale by all druggists.

Crystal Ice 0o

Vangy Found, as Others of Her Sex
Have Done, That Man Was
Ever Fickle.

'Will you have a cup of tea, Vangy?" asked Mrs. Greene, as Vangy
came In from hanging out the clothes.
"Ah don' cayah ef Ah do, Mis
Greene. It right col' on de roof an'
Ah's mos' chill to de marrer ob mah
Yo's bery kin'" as, yielding
bones.
to Mrs. Greene's suggestion, she de
posited her portly form on a chair
near the kitchen table, "Yo's alius
tryln' to make a pusson comf'able.
Yo' mln's me ob mah maw o' cos'
yo ain' as ol' as her, but yo' like her
in yo' mannahs. Oh, yes'm, Ah likes
W'eneber anysugah in mah tea,
body ast me ef I like sugah in mah
tea Ah t'ink ob a gamman fr'en' Ah
was 'gaged to oncet. 'Ware he now?'
Lor, Ah dunno, he lef de city. He
ain' no 'count no how an' Ah don'
cayah ef he nevah come back. Dere's
jes' as good meat in de hash as eber
"Wot's
come out ob it, Mis Greene.
his name?' honey. His name MIstah
Dobson, at dat time. He use come
'roun to mah house to take his af'er-nootea wlf me an' maw. He mighty
sweet on me den. Ah 'member one
day he come an' maw, she po'd out a
Cup o' tea fo' him anhe taste it an'
den he say mos' 'grayshatin'
like,
'Mis Vangy, would yo' mln' puttln' yo'
H'les flngah in mah tea on'y de ve'y
tip ob it?' Wot yo' wan' me put mah
W'y,'
flngah in yo' tea fo'?' Ah say.
he say, yo' maw fo'got to put in de
sugah an' I cayn drink tea 'less it
bery sweet Now days." she concluded with a shake of her head, "he
wouldn't drink his tea. Ah reckon, ef
Ah was to put mah whole han' in."
n

a

p. m

Pure Ice
PHONE MAIN 227

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out thejpeople to whom among- - al
of those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most.
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper) want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of any
sort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of all
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
best markets!

DAILY OPTIC. FRIDAY,

LAS VEGA

PUT

plan to permit the inmates of the
asylum more liberty and opportunity
to do light work about the hospital
reservation. He recently pointed out
to a caller that the Inmates under the
present rules are not permitted to
step foot on the 600 acres surrounding
the buildings. He feels tuat they
would Improve much more rapidly if
they were allowed to occupy their
minds with gardening, farming and
chores. He is also In favor of permitting the women to try their hands at
needlework.
He is quoted as saying that the
present monotonous life tends to depress the patients and that they become morose with nothing to think
about save their ills. While he realizes that many of the inmates are
dangerous, he believes much more
liberty could be given them than they
now enjoy, and in a measure his contention Is borne out by the new administration.
Thaw spends an hour each day with
his mother, who is living in a cottage
not far from the hospital, and whiles
away many hours playing chess and
in working out bridge whist problems.
He keeps close; track of Mrs. Thaw's
Pittsburgh philanthropies. He also
has recourse to the hospital piano
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CERTIFICATE OF EXTENSION
.
.
i'IIcinf
aie 01 v.. u4m
me Slate Corporation Conmlsslon.
ertifled that there
It is hereby
in the office of
record
as filed for
the State Corporation Commission of
the State of New Mexlt o on tite' 23rd.
10
day of March. A. D., 1912. at
o'clock A. M., Certificate of Extension of tie Corporate Existence of
the Us Vegas Savings Bank (No.
following
7136) and also that the
copy is a true and correct transcript
of the original now on file.
In Testimony Whereof, the chairman and Chief Clerk of said commission have hereunto set their hands
seal of said commis- and affixed the
.
.
.
.
...
,1,1.
sion, at tne umy 01 aama re, uu t...B
23rd. day of March, A. u.,
-

. --
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Bj WM. G. FAYDON,
Xtte

.
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Thaw a week each, and are alleged
had In mind yesterday, we note with Tn little rooms down long pasages, and although the Mack djqfCar; Office Cf said The Las
Yhe Las Vegas Savings Bank (Ho.
Savings
Vegas
ve elven him a taste of the alien- interest that in the supplication to they slit close together in a hot at diff's coal cellars""stlll ies upon the Bank in the State of New Mexico, Is 7136.) Filed in office of State Corporib rnirn aeirree.
with the steam wash- - sheds and wharves, no trucks are East Las
Tt was not known last week that, the goddess, the character of Miriam mosphere damp
Vegas, New Mexico, and ration Commission March 23, 1912;
where white women's clothes moving down the valleys, no cranes the name of the
tubs,
to
agent In charge 10 A. M. George W. Armijo. Clerk.
Thaw
Miss
Edna
these
will
examinations,
be impersonated by
prior
are being soaped and rinsed by celes- - are working in the docks, no funnels
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thereof,
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Dr. William A. White, superintendent Moses and Aaron. She sang the fain
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of the government hospital for the inous song of triumph after the passage they puff at small pipes burning with
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this
a
noted
patholo"I would
George W. Jacoby,
C. A. Glossner, 24 Ontario St., Rogrippe cough. He says:
men have white wives here, and whit- Her voice will be an attraction.
chester, N. Y., has recovered from a signed by its president and treasurer, be completely exhausted after each
gist of this city. Dr. Jacoby made
seem
all
and
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they
a
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Shakespeare's
Ophelia,
ed. It can't be beat' O. G. Schaebeen made, Thaw told friends that
so that they have to move learn sooner of Foley Kidney Pills.
No sugges- ments,
THE LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK, fer and Red Cross Drug Co.
In a few days' time my
backache
the grilling, while far from having are in marked contrast.
warily and with a catlike tread.
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Is a Spanish completely
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even
the
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ravings
Ophelia
was
he
that
to become downcast, and
lodging house, where swarthy fellows, er, dizzy spells left me and I was
methodic madness, or the
with gold earrings, are playing strange no longer annoyed at night. I feel
absolutely certain he will be able to let's
of a voluptuous court.
card games and swearing
prove his sanity in court provided he
strange 100 per cent better since using Foley
Topsy, the Guinea production of oath8 wnen they oae They are mai Kidney Pills." O. G. Schaefer and
Is given the chance. The prisoner
Red Cross Drug Co.
realizes that, in the event a trial Is Harriet Beecher Stowe's Cncle, Tom's men
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ed by the state to determine whether Mrs. Ben Strickfaden makes her
and out their throats in his
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Topsy has been read mery way.
Close be is a "Needer-abou- t
he has Regained his mental balance, volve before
I
am
of
Founders day at
showing all the latest, newest and nobin nearly all the written lan- - landish" lodging house, full of fair day's celebration
he will be forced to submit to a trybiest
for the spring season . I guarGordon
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notable
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by
ing test, but this does not seem to guages of the earth and her antics haired giants, whose blue eyes have
satisfaction in fit and workmanantee
athyou
dedication
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$15,000:
seen
the
been
Tieyond
stared across many gray seas and into
have alarmed him 4 the least. On may have
ship.
Trimmings of the best New York
the darkness of many storms. Dutch- - letic field and the laying of the corthe contrary, his friends declare he Stygian shades.
all the time.
styles
nerstone
buildnew
for
the
academic
Frenchmen and
By these brief, notes we hope to men and Swedes,
will welcome the opportunity of eswhat the Italians, Greeks. Turks and seamen ing. Many alumni and other friends
tablishing his right to leave the hos- keep before the public
spring days will have in store for it from every British port know Bute of the college attended the celebrapital.
street as one of the highways of life's tion.
Thaw is taking great interest In a from our own flower garden.
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Snuff-boxe-
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LOOK AND READ!

j

rNational Woolen Mills

J

Grand Opening; of the

Will Open

Saturday, March 30 at 608 Douglas Avenue

$15.00

GUARANTEED IN EVERY WAY
Ju3t think, Suits to Your Order for
You will pay from $25.00 to $35.00 for the same patterns elsewhere.
.
.
We ask you to come to our store and SEE FOR YOURSELF.
The National Woolen Mills own and operate 85 stores throughout the United States and they
weave their own cloth and the suits we make comes direct from the mills to the customer cut
NATIONAL WOOLEN MILLS
ting out the middlemen's profit. "Union Made."
:

The old family doctor in the 'Wt,
who had been In London and seen Blr
Benjamln Brodle. used to toll stories

about bis distinguished colleague and
point them by taking snuff. When be
entered the bedroom of a patient bis
beard and clothes were redolent of
snuff; he would brush it off bis flowered waistcoat. We now read of a return to snuffing In England; that a
snuff club has bees established in
Leeds; that motoring favors the practice because tbe motorist cannot in
the open enjoy a cigar.
We also read. Philip Hale writes in
the Boston Herald, that snuff Is bad
for the nerves, and that the modern
brands deteriorate quickly; that snuff
Is also bad for tbe digestion and for
the nose, since it la sometimes adulterated with lime. George lV.'s snuff
was sold for 400, and how long did
tbe fragrance of it last?
In many ways this taking of snuff
was a fine, courtly old habit. It accentuated an epigram ' il served as an
answer when speech failed; It gave
weighty importance to a trifling observation. James I. did not inveigh
against It in his "Counterblast to Tobacco."
What more royal prevent to
an actor or violinist than a gold snuff
box incrusted with diamonds and tilled
with ducats or louls d'or? Then there
were the snuffboxes with lids exquisitely painted, with the portrait ot
some frail beauty, or Inscribed with a
ribald motto!
If tbe practice is revived, should
the pinch be taken with the left hand
or tbe right? Some one objected to
Richard Mansfield's Beau Brummel
because tbe comedian took snuff With
the rlgbt.

--

ffCHAS. LEWIS, Tailor

BACK

Fashionable Englishmen Are Carrying
s
New and Dip Int
Them.

"'",

1

COWING

DELICATE

BUT KEEN THRUST

English Lawyer's Method of Handling
Witness 80 as to Discredit Him

With Jury.
Said John B. Curtis, the well known
awyer and president of the Indiana
Society of New York, speaking about
the recent heckling of Detective Burns
when he was on the witness stand in
memorable case: "I'm afraid that
sometimes we get a little too personal
and severe with witnesses. How much
better was the handling of a famous
detective who was testifying in a London court, it was a divorce case and
Mr. Frank Lockwood was the opposing
The detective witness came
counsel.
to the stand dressed in black broadcloth, wore a gold fob and seals and
looked much more like a respectable
middle-age- d
solicitor than a member
of the police force. The man's testimony was likely to be damaging to
his client, so Mr. Lockwood began his
very gently and
was excessively pome.
" 'I believe you are John Blank of
the firm of Blank ft Co.. the eminent

detectives?'
'"Yes, sir,' said the witness, 'I rep
resent that firm.'
"'And I presume,' continued the
counsel, 'that in the course of your
duties as a detective you have, at
times, to assume many disguises?'
"'Yes, sir.'
"'Then, said Lockwood, smiling,
"will you have the goodness to tell the
court just what you are disguised as
now?' "
Howells Exclusive.
When Howells was a cub reporter
in his Ohio youth he was sent by hla
paper to the state capital to report
very tense and very bitter legislative
proceedings there. When he arrived
late in the afternoon the session had
turned into a riot, with need of ambu
lances to carry off the disabled members and militia to sit on those still
in the ring. As the legislative proceedings were interrupted by the
grand shindy, and as they were not
likely to be resumed for soma days,
proHowells, having no legislative
ceedings to report, as instructed,
strolled off behind the Capitol and
watched a very lovely sunset, writing
a charming description of It, which be
filed early at the telegraph office, with
the note to his managing editor that,
there being no legislative proceedings, be sent instead the sunset
Krehbiel knows, for Henry
"copy."
was there.
In a Different Role.
"Thousands of Americans have
seen tbe sallow, long bearded Anton
Lang at work in his modest pottery
or on the Oberammergau stage as the
central figure In the 'Passion Play,' "
says a letter from Munich, quoted in
the New York Tribune, "but we, who
visited the place recently, in the
wrong year and the more than wrong
season, saw him in a new and humanly interesting role. In a rough, heavy
coat, high woolen leggings, fur cape
and old fashioned wool mittens, he sat
on a sled. Ir. ioh of him sat a little
girl muffled nitHh in heavy wraps.
Her little gloved aands were on the
wheel and she probably thought that
she was directing the course of the
sled. If facial expression may be taken as a guide Lang was having a better time than when we saw bim on the
celebrated peasant stage,"

,

I
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Commission.
Expects
Lady I guess you're gettin' a good
thing out o tending the rich Smith
boy, ain't ye. doctor?
Doctor Well, yes; I get a pretty
good fee. Why?
Lady Well. 1 hope you won'
that my Willie threw the bri
hit 'lm. Scrlbner's Magaiine.

HHT
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WAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

Rio Grande Asparagus
Las Cruces Head Lecttuce
Green Onions, Spinach
Parsley, Carrots
Sweet Potatoes

Turnips, Beets

i

DEMOCRATS
A

Trj a imm of Old Taylor bourbo:
ihe Opera Bar.

The White Kitchen for cleanliness
and good service. Oysters any style.
Open day and night. Opposite Harvey

The White Kitchen for the best
mealg In the city for 25c.

Soup Bunches
Leek, Parsnips
Morse Radish Root

Home dressed chickens and turkeys
at Peter Roth's Meat Market.

In Fruits

The White Kitchen, short orders
during regular meal hours.

The White Kitchen for the best
pastry, palatable home made bread
and good butter.

Cape Cod Cranberries
Imported Almeria Grapes

MARCH 29, 1812.

For picture framing, go to the Variety shop at 703 Douglas avenue,
next to Agua Pura company.

LOCAL NEWS

In Vegetables We Have

FRIDAY,

Let your Easter shoes be Boston
Any styles in Oxfords or highs
at Taiehert's Douglas avenue.
ians.

NOMINATE

Do You Want a

WEST SIDE TICKET

Suit for Easter?

BARBER HEADS THE LIST AS
FOR MAYOR;
CANDIDATE
ROMERO FOR MARSHAL.

House.

Pinch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
In the wood.
Democrats and a faction of the reDirect from distillery
to yon. At the Lobby, of
publican party calling itself progressive held a convention last night in
800 PAIRS
San Jose hall on the West side and
American Lady $3.00, $3.50 and $4.00 nominated a ticket to be voted upon
Oxfords, Pumps and Sandals, A, B. at the coming election in the town
and C widths, all sizes and styles, all of Las Vegas. The meeting was prego at one-hal-f
price for two weeks sided over by John D. W. Veeder, a
only.
leading democrat. The following ticROMERO MERC. CO
ket was nominated: E. Barber, mayor; Demetrio Perez, clerk; Miguel
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Good are the (Romero, town marshal;
aldermen:
parents of a nine pound girl horn to First ward Clemente Angel; Second
them last night, at their home on the ward Antonio Delgado; Third ward
mesa.
Sablno Lujan; Fourth ward Ansel-mGonzales. This is the first time
The Roy Trust and Savings bank a ticket opposed to the regular repub
has requested The Optic to correct lican ticket has been placed in the
the statement recently made In this field on the West side in several
paper that the institution is in the years.
hands of a receiver. The bank
Tomorrow the regular republicans
changed hands some time ago but is will hold tbelr convention, which will
not in the hands of a receiver.
be called to order in the court house
at 10 o'clock. Friends of Secundino
As the organization does not wish
Romero, the present mayor, are urgto hold a dance on Holy Thursday
ing him to take the nomination, and
the next ball of the Meadow City it Is
likely that he will be the nomiDancing club has been set for next nee for the head of the ticket The-- e
Tuesday evening. Formerly arrange- are numerous candidates
for clerk
ments had been made for Thursday and town marshal.
evening of next week.
o

Tangerines
Oranges, Bananas
Fancy Table Apples

Mrs. H.

at

The Cash Grocer

Why stay In a hot

Kitchen
DOING YOUR BAKING WHEN
WE CAN GIVE YOU STRICTLY

HOME MADE BREAD.
COOKIES, PIES or CAKES
Mrs. Warner does our Baking

"NEUF SED"

GROCER
Jefferson Raynolds President
HalJett Raynolds Cashier
E. D. Raynolds Vice President
H trie HokeJAsst Cashier
Stephen B. Davis Vice President

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.
d

Peofits $35,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

Interest Paid on

who has

ben

ill
her home on the corner of Sixth

street and National avenue, is re
ported to be Improved.

IKE DAVIS

Capital, $100,000 Surplus, and Un

J. Ryan,

Time Deposits

William H. Coulson has applied at
the office of the county clerk for $4
as bounty on two coyotes killed by
him recently.
was arrested
Guadalupe Montoya
last night by Chief of Police Ben
Coles on the charge of drunkenneM.
This morning when brought before
Judge D. R. Murray he pleaded guilty
and was sentenced to 20 days on the
chain gang.

That the sheep and cattle are not
A meeting of the men and women
in the best of condition is the report
of Temple Montefiore has been called
of Secundino Romero, who returned
for tonight after the regular services
from his ranch at El Cuerat the Temple. Matters of importance yesterday
vo, where he has been several days.
will be discussed and it is expected
Mr. Romero says the ground Is full
large number of the members of of moisture but the
days have been
the congregation will be present.
too cold to permit the grass to come
number of the young people of
Las Vegas last night made up a hay
ride party to the Hot Springs can
yon. They left the city at about 7
o'clock, going to the canyon where a
lunch was served by the young ladies
In the crowd. Those in the party
were Miss Ella Stewart, Miss Alfie
Stewart, Miss Etta Cravens, Miss
Ruth Swallow, Miss Pearl Ellis, Miss
Grace Mahon, Miss Ethel Mahon,
Clair Koogler, Frank Goldie, Whalen
Koogler, Frank McCullough, Lee
Marian Barker and Mark
Goldie. Mrs. Snelling chaperoned tb"
young people.

up as rapidly as it should at this
time of the year. Mr. Romero says
five days of warm sunshine would be
worth millions of dollars to the country. Many ranchers lost many sheep
during the winter, bui with good
grass and favorable weather this
spring and summer they will be able
to recoup their losses to a" large extent and enjoy a proseprous season.

E. H. Blernbaum is spending sever
al days in Las Vegas in the office
of County Clerk Lorenzo Delgado ac
quainting himself with the duties of
the office. Mr. Blernbaum is the
deputy county clerk of Mora county,
William B. Stapp, deputy clerk for
San Miguel county, s assisting him in
perfecting himself in the duties of

the hands of Sheriff Roman Gallegos.
who will summon the jurors at once.
Judge Leahy expects to leave tomorrow for Santa Rosa where, on Monday morning, he will open the spring
term of the district court for Guadalupe county. As there are two or three
murder cases to be tried in Guadalupe county and there are numerous
other criminal cases upon the docket,
the term may continue two weeks or
more. District Attorney Charles W.
G. Ward will go to Santa Rosa tomorrow to condulct the criminal

A

the office. In a short time all the
Mora county court records, which
have been kept here for many years
in the headquarters of the Fourth ju
dicial district, will be sent to Mora.

From a Strictly
Sanitary Point
you will do well to send your
family washing to us. Consider these reasons:
First. We launder your
clothes in clean, sanitary surroundings.
Second. We launder them
by a process that is scientifically perfect. It really disinfects as well as cleanses
your clothes,
Third. You know when
your garments are sent to us
they are not being worn by
anyone.
Our service is
Fourth.
and
regular. Weather,
prompt
sickness, holidays none of
these affe it.
Fifth. It costs you little
more

Try us.
No

ExperimenMhe result of Forty

Years oi Study
embodied

and Experience is

in Chase

&

Sanborn's

Seal Brand Coffee you can get it only
at THE

GRAAF & HAYWARD

Las Vegas Steam
Laundry
Phone Main

617

Douglas

Easier Lilies
G alias
Tulips

tlMtvvH

Fresh Seeds All Kinds Just In

of

in

MRS. WILSON DEAD.
Mrs. Silvara Wilson, wife of Frank

Itatrclssus
Hjyacinths

F3RRY ONION & SON

COMMIT-

I

1

Marx

M. GREENBERGER

THE

Big Fight

is on Between

and Electric
Signs, but the Electric Sign
has the Best of it Because it
Works Both Day and Night.
Put up an Electric Sign Mr.
Merchant you can then talk to
the People in the Evening.
the Sun

Advertising

Proposition.

Las Vegas Light & Power Co.

-

The Last Week of

Special Sale
ON- -

BROOMS
We offer you bargains on the
Famous LEE BROS. Brooms
Now
Now
Now
55c Now
45c Now
40c Now
"35c Now

Fynelyte
Daisy Lee 75c
65c
Excelo

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY
Distributing

BAIN
WEBER

Agents

Full Line of

THE PLAZA

WAGONS

EMERSON
McCORMICK

IMPLEMENTS

VEHICLE
HARNESS

SADDLES
SEEDS

X

LAS VEGAS, N. M.

7

6
25

"All that glidders is not gold," says Mr. Dinkelspiel, "but if i
does glidder, you ran bet id aind't mud."
You can apply Mr. Dinkelspicl's logic to furniture.
You can't be sure that a beautiful table or chair with good lines
and careful finish is everything it pretends to be.
But you can be sure it won't jar your nerves every time you
come into the room.
And the man who can. be trusted to put good lines into furniture
can generally be trusted as to materials.

Every article in this entire store is guaranteed as to materials
and the designs can be trusted.

J.

C.

Johnsen

& Son

7Bo

B5o
SOo

45o
3So

30o
25o

ATtaa

BOUCHER'S
Pboae VeguUt

&

''e

WE INVITE YOU TO CALL

cents up. Lights $7.65
mixed
$7.507.92; heavy
CaSUe, receipts
Chicago,
$7.6007.95; rough $7.6O7.70; pigs
$5.25
Market slow. Beeves
1,500.
$5. 30 7. 40; bulk of sales $7.757.90.
west8.50; Texas steers $4. 60 5.75;
Sheep, receipts 7,000. Market steaern steer $5.206.80; Blockers and dy. Native $4. 35 6. 26; western $4.45
6.50; yearlings $5.757; lambs, nafeeders $4.306.50; cows and heiftive
western $6.25
$5.757.85;
ers $Z.606.60; calves $6.5008.90.
8.26.
slow
Market
16,000.
Hoes, receipts
CHICAGO LIVE STOCK

Splreas

Hart Schaffuer

Copyright

'

Furniture That "Glidders"

No.
No.
No.

Carnations
Sweet Peas
Daisies

'"'

YysjiP? Sjf

FAVORABLY
BILL.

Washington, March 29. A bill to
abolish the United States commerce
court was favorably reported to the
house today by Representative Sims
for the majority of tne Inters tale and
foreign commerce committee. The
measure practically would restore
matters to the status existing before
court
the passage of the mmmen-act In June 1910. The law would be
changed, however, to authorize the
courts to grant temporary injunctions
restraining the operation of the commission's orders "only in cases where
the court entertains grave doubts
concerning the validity of the order
and is of the opinion that irreparable
injury would ensue If suspension 18
not granted."
Another change would vest In the
interstate commerce commission, exclusive authoritp over all litigation
to which It is party, relieving the
department of Justice of responsibility. A minority report, opposing the
contention that the commerce court
1b useless
and expensive, probably
will be prevented.

Thrifty

Begonias
Oiyolamen
PRIMROSES

507 Sixth Street

LON

-

Wilson, a carpenter, died yesterday
afternoon at the Becker hospital after
an illness of about a week. Mrs. Wilson was 49 years, II months and 18
days old and had been a resident of
Las Vegas the greater part of her
life.
She was born in New York
state but her parents came to New
Mexico when she was a year old.
She was married to Mr Wilson, her
second husband, 11 years ago. Besides Mr. Wilson she is survived by a
son, Simon Garcia. Mr. Garcia, who
is a resident of Pueblo, came to Las
Vegas several days ago at which
time his mother s condition was
serious, and was here; at the time of
her death. Mrs. Wilson entered the
Becker hospital about 10 days ago for
an operation. Following the opera
tion her condition improved rapidly
but several days ago her condition
became serious. It is said that the
sudden change in her condition fol
lowed an attempt on her part to get
out of bed. The funeral occurred this
afternoon from the Church of Our
Lady of Sorrows and interment was
in Mount Calvary cemetery. J. C
Johnsen ft Son had charge of the fun
eral.

RMMM

e seasons approved
ideas in style, fabric and
color See the finest examples of American tailoring as evidenced in
serviceable, ready to
wear garments Come in
and see our new Spring
Models. We price them
from $12 to $25 and
every Suit is backed by
us as well as by the manufacturers.
The label
of Hart Schaffuer & Mara
is sufficient in itself to
guarantee

TO

8E DISCONTINUED

The names

th

Get our Electric

COURT

this morning
drew the grand and petit juries for
INTERSTATE COMMERCE
the May term of the district court of
TEE REPORTS

Your Easter Order Should
be Given now For

CO, STORE.

MI

81

COMMERCE

V

San Miguel county.

If you wish to know

Mrs. Consolacion Martinez, wife
of Bias Martinez, died last night at
:3U o clock at tne age of 20 years.
Mrs. Martinez had been .11 but a short
time. She is survived by her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Manuel Martinez, a sister, Carolln Martinez, and her hus
band, to whom she was married about
four years ago. The funeral will be
held tomorrow afternoon at 2 o'clock
from the Church of Our Lady of Sor
rows, and interment will be ii Mount
Calvary cemetery. J. C. Johnsen &
Son will have charge of the funeral.

Judge David J. Leahy

the veniremiBSave bssflplacea

Our New Spring Clothing has arrived.

March, 29.
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7.57;

